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Abstract

Measuring the travel times of seismic waves is one of the most important tools for uncovering Earth’s structure and dynamics. In recent years, the discovery that surface wave dispersion could be estimated from ambient noise has introduced new possibilities into the field of seismic imaging, such as performing passive source tomography in regions where it was not previously possible with a dense azimuthal ray path coverage. In this work, I leverage the new possibilities introduced by this method to investigate the crust in Iceland in a number of ways, including tomographic imaging as well as azimuthal and radial anisotropy analyses in both the lower and upper crust.

Understanding accretion and deformation processes at mid-ocean ridges is crucial because they control the resulting oceanic crustal structure, which covers two-thirds of the Earth’s surface. Iceland, which is uplifted by a convective mantle plume and has an active spreading ridge system exposed above sea level, offers a unique opportunity for studying this phenomenon.

I first use a dataset of Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion measurements with dense azimuthal coverage to constrain seismic anisotropy in the Icelandic crust. I show that seismic anisotropy in the lower crust is controlled by crystal preferred orientation, providing a direct observation of lower crustal flow. Furthermore, since shear is needed to align the crystals, our result reveals that crustal flow cannot be a simple translation of mass and requires internal deformation. This finding has important implications for how thick, hot oceanic crust, as found in volcanic rifted margins and near plume-ridge interactions, can accrete and deform.

Despite the growing use of ambient noise in measuring crustal properties, extensive comparisons between ambient noise results and those obtained from local earthquakes remain elusive. To address this, I measure Love and Rayleigh group velocity using ambient noise recorded around Askja, a large active volcano in central Iceland, explore its velocity structure and anisotropy and compare my findings to those from local earthquake studies. I show that crack properties estimated using surface wave anisotropy strongly correlate with local shear wave splitting and outcrop mapping, indicating the method is highly effective for such analyses. Next, I show that $V_{SV}$ models derived from Rayleigh waves can be significantly faster than $V_S$ extracted from body waves, which has important implications for
jointly exploiting these two classes of data. Furthermore, 3D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models constrained by the data through a two-step inversion procedure resolve a shallow slow anomaly consistent with a magma chamber predicted by geodetic studies, but not imaged by local earthquake body wave tomography.

I then measure Love and Rayleigh phase velocities from ambient noise in Iceland in the period range 7 - 16 s from more than 3000 station pairs. This involves the development and use of an automatic method for extracting phase velocities from noise cross-correlation functions (NCF). The phase travel times are then inverted for phase velocity maps. I present the first Love phase velocity maps of Iceland and show that like Rayleigh phase velocities, Love phase velocities display slow anomalies along the rift zones with the lowest velocities in the neighbourhood large volcanic centres, which I attribute to the presence of partial melt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview and thesis structure

Chapter 1 is an introduction chapter detailing the main motivations behind the project and a brief geologic/tectonic background about Iceland and imaging using ambient noise. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the methods used throughout this work. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are each self-contained and additional relevant background and methods information is contained within. The independent Chapters 3 - 5 are ordered by importance, as viewed by the author (most impactful first).

In chapter 3 I calculate azimuthal and radial anisotropy from period dependent Love and Rayleigh phase travel times in the lower crust. The lower crust displays positive radial anisotropy that changes with azimuth and is best explained by crystal preferred orientation, thus providing a direct observation of oceanic crustal flow, which to the best of my knowledge has not been observed elsewhere.

In chapter 4 I calculate azimuthal and radial anisotropy from Love and Rayleigh group travel times around Askja, a large volcano in Iceland, and display a comparison between ambient noise results and those from many other methods including outcrop mapping, shear wave splitting and local earthquake tomography. I show that (1) measuring azimuthal and radial anisotropy using ambient noise is highly effective for estimating crack properties; (2) 1D $V_{SV}$ models from ambient noise, which are commonly used for earthquake location, may underestimate velocity and lead to error in depth estimates; and (3) ambient noise tomography reveals a slow circular anomaly below the caldera, consistent with a magaa chamber modelled from InSAR data at a depth of 2 - 3 km.
In Chapter 5 I develop a method for automatic picking of phase velocity from ambient noise cross correlations and use it to pick more than 2000 Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves in Iceland. I then use the dataset for 2D phase velocity tomography, including the first Love phase velocity map of Iceland, and compare my results to previous works. I show that like both Rayleigh phase velocity maps, Love phase velocity maps display slow anomalies along the rift zones, with large volcanic centres exhibiting the slowest anomalies that are recovered.

1.2 Iceland

1.2.1 Motivation

Approximately two thirds of the Earth’s surface is covered by oceanic crust which is formed at mid-ocean spreading ridges. Once oceanic crust has formed at the ridge, it gradually moves away from it as a result of plate motion and in most cases undergoes very little further change. Therefore, the thickness, structure and composition of much of Earth’s crust is a result of spreading ridge processes. This makes studying these ridges highly important for our understanding of Earth’s structure and plate tectonic processes. However, when compared to continental plate boundaries, active spreading ridges are normally highly inaccessible due to their remoteness and deep water setting. As a consequence, the installation and recovery of seismic instruments is very difficult, resulting in poor data coverage compared to the continental plate boundaries. Additionally, while valuable data can be collected using ocean bottom seismometers, it is often of lower quality when compared to data from onshore seismometers (Duennebier and Sutton, 1995; Mangano et al., 2011). This is exacerbated by the fact that under water instruments are usually deployed for relatively short periods of time due to limited battery life. Iceland, which sits atop the mid-Atlantic Ridge is one of the only places in the entire 60,000 km-long global spreading-ridge system (Fig 1.1) where an active mature (i.e. not in the early stages of breakup such as in East Africa) spreading ridge is exposed above sea level. Iceland therefore represents a unique opportunity for studying a spreading ridge and oceanic crustal formation using land based methods.

1.2.2 Iceland - Tectonic setting

The island of Iceland is the result of hotspot volcanism and lies at the centre of a large 2000 km wide topographic bulge (Fig 1.2). This hotspot volcanism and bulge are commonly attributed to the presence of a narrow circular convective plume (Morgan, 1971) in the underlying mantle. This hypothesis is supported by a geoid anomaly (White and McKenzie,
Fig. 1.1 A map of ocean sea floor age and MORs (from Müller et al. (2008)) with Iceland’s location denoted by a white box. Two third of the Earth’s crust is created at MORs and Iceland is one of the only places in the world where a MOR is easily accessible. Source: NOAA

1989), an increased crustal thickness of up to 40 km (Darbyshire et al., 1998) compared to typical oceanic crust of ~7 km, and anomalies in the geochemistry of erupted volcanic products (White et al., 1992; Shorttle and Maclellan, 2011) along the ridge. Furthermore, multiple tomographic models of the mantle beneath Iceland display a cylindrical low-velocity anomaly in the upper mantle (Fig 1.4a)(Wolfe et al., 1997; Foulger et al., 2001; Allen et al., 2002). The slow seismic velocity is most likely due to higher temperature and therefore the anomaly is typically interpreted as a hot upwelling conduit. Until recently, some debate existed about whether the upwelling originates from the lower or upper mantle (Foulger et al., 2001). Furthermore, the inherent difficulty of imaging a narrow plume at depth with most receivers being directly above it, as in Iceland, generated a debate over whether it is possible to answer this question using existing seismic data (Keller et al., 2000; Wolfe, 2002). Today it is largely accepted that a narrow convective plume rooted in the lower mantle exists under Iceland, supported by evidence from interference of shear-wave phases transmitted through, and refracted at, the core-mantle boundary (Helmberger et al., 1998), and whole-mantle seismic imaging (French and Romanowicz, 2015). The location of the centre of the slow anomaly is also directly below the location of maximum crustal thickness (Darbyshire et al., 2000), and where volcanic activity is most intense under the north-western part of Vatnajökull icecap (Fig 1.4b).
The crustal structure of Iceland is not a simple Mid Ocean Ridge (MOR) structure. The on-land section of the Mid-Atlantic MOR in Iceland can be broadly divided into three separate branches. These branches are commonly known as the western, eastern and northern volcanic zones (WVZ, EVZ and NVZ, Fig 1.4b). The reason for the parallel section of the WVZ and EVZ is attributed to a ridge jump from the WVZ to the EVZ (Hardarson et al., 1997) currently in progress. Furthermore, unlike normal oceanic crust which displays a typical thickness of 5-7 km, the crust in Iceland displays large thickness variability from less than 20 km in the active rift zones to 40 km under Vatnajökull icecap. The large variability is attributed to a series of successive rift jumps and increased melting above the centre of the plume. The full spreading rate of the crust in Iceland is 18.5mm/y (DeMets et al., 2010) and the extension direction has an azimuth of 106°.

More detailed background on Iceland’s crustal deformation and composition is provided in chapter 3. Further information on previous seismic imaging studies in Iceland is provided in chapter 5, where new tomographic images of the Icelandic crust are presented.
1.3 Surface waves and ambient noise

1.3.1 Motivation

Measuring the travel times of seismic waves propagating through the Earth has long been a key tool for investigating its structure and dynamics. This can be done using body waves which travel through the interior of the Earth or by using surface waves which travel along the surface of the Earth. While surface waves are limited to relatively shallow depths compared to body waves, they present other advantages. First, surface waves are dispersive, meaning different periods have different depth sensitivity and therefore travel at different velocities. While this makes the data analyses more involved, it also has the advantage of simultaneously sampling across a range of depths along the ray-path, which provides valuable information. Second, unlike body waves, which change their incident angle along the path, surface waves travel approximately parallel to the surface, making them an ideal tool for exploring...
Fig. 1.4 (a) Body waves velocity model under Iceland from Wolfe et al. (1997) reveals a narrow cylindrical slow anomaly in the mantle. (b) Crustal thickness based on Jenkins et al. (2016) is shown as colored contours. Grey lines denote the location of active spreading centres. Thin black line shows the outline of Vatnajökull icecap roughly corresponding to the estimated location of the plume head. Black arrows indicate the spreading direction of 106° with a full spreading rate of 18.5 mm/yr.
azimuthal anisotropy, which is key to studying dynamic process within the Earth. Third, there are two main types of surface waves: Love and Rayleigh (Fig. 1.5). Rayleigh waves have a longitudinal (also referred to as radial) and vertical motion while Love waves have a transverse motion and as such are polarized in the vertical and horizontal planes respectively. Therefore, Rayleigh waves are mostly sensitive to the vertical shear velocity ($V_{SV}$) and Love waves to the horizontal shear velocity ($V_{SH}$). Measuring these two properties independently can provide valuable insight into velocity structure and the difference between the two can be used to obtain radial anisotropy.

Traditionally, achieving these measurements depended on the existence of a defined seismic source, usually an earthquake or more rarely an active source such as an explosion. In recent years, the discovery that surface wave velocities could be estimated from ambient noise has introduced new possibilities to the field since measurements are no longer dependent on the size, number and spatial distribution of sources. This presents several major advantages:

- **Local scale tomography** ($\sim 10 - 100$ km) previously required a wealth of local seismicity. Since ambient noise is independent of local seismicity, this means that seismic velocities can now be measured almost anywhere on earth where a reasonable level of ambient noise is present.

- Since earthquakes are mostly concentrated around plate boundaries and not randomly distributed in space, it is difficult in many regions of the world to achieve a dense azimuthal coverage of ray-paths. When using ambient noise, it is much easier to achieve this since the available azimuths mostly depend on the network setup.

- With surface waves, different periods are sensitive to different depths. Therefore, the measured period range limits which depths can be imaged. The recoverable period range from ambient noise is usually shorter ($\sim 1 - 40$ s) (Bensen et al., 2007) than that of earthquakes ($\sim 20 - 200$ s). This enables the imaging of crustal structure, which is difficult with longer periods.

Despite all of the above, some disadvantages exist as well:

- A major assumption when using ambient noise is that the distribution of noise sources in space is homogeneous. If this assumption is not approximately true, waveforms may be wrongly reconstructed and careful comparison to existing data should be used when possible. However, several works (Yao and van der Hilst, 2009; Fichtner, 2014) show that the effect of this on narrow band travel times which are used in this work is mostly negligible.
Fig. 1.5 The contrasting ground motion patterns of Love and Rayleigh waves. Rayleigh waves have a longitudinal and vertical motion and Love waves have a transverse motion. Source: Britannica
1.3 Surface waves and ambient noise

- Using ambient noise requires processing large amounts of data and is therefore resource and time consuming when compared to earthquake tomography. For example, the dataset processed in this work consists of several tera-bytes of data, containing many years of continuous seismic recordings. In recent years, advances in modern computing power has mostly made this issue manageable.

- The relatively short usable period range (\(\sim 1 - 40 \) s) mostly limits the investigation to crustal and upper mantle depths, although several studies have shown that the use of very long periods (100 - 300 s) is also possible (Nishida et al., 2009; Sager et al., 2020).

- The use of ambient noise is lacking wave-equation-based forward modelling of EGFs, although recent progress has been made (Lu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017). For example, Lu et al. (2020) has forward modelled the EGFs by simulating 64 point force sources with uniform distribution across the Alps and argue that they have achieved significantly better constraints compared to previous tomographic models.

As we shall see in the following chapters, thanks to the clear benefits of using surface wave velocities from ambient noise, and despite a few caveats, this method has yielded, and continues to yield, exciting new discoveries.

1.3.2 A brief history of ambient seismic noise

As mentioned, until recently surface wave dispersion could only be measured using seismic waves emitted by earthquakes or explosions. Several theoretical and laboratory studies (Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Derode et al., 2003) have suggested that surface wave velocities could be extracted from the diffuse wave field. Shapiro and Campillo (2004) demonstrated for the first time (Fig. 1.6) that Rayleigh wave velocities between two station could be measured using a simple cross-correlation of random ambient noise and showed that the resulting dispersion curves were highly similar to those from earthquake tomography of the same region, as presented in Ritzwoller et al. (2002). They then suggested that these data could be subsequently used in tomographic imaging. This was later demonstrated by Shapiro et al. (2005) in Southern California who produced a tomographic image using ambient noise only (Fig. 1.7). This image showed a striking resemblance to known geological features, thus proving the usefulness of the method. They further showed that where it was possible to compare, surface wave dispersion measured from ambient noise and earthquakes were highly similar. This was followed by a rapid growth in popularity of the new method since it allowed imaging in regions and at depths that were previously not possible with passive
methods and could be applied to old datasets. Examples range from tectonic scale (100s of km, e.g. Pilia et al., 2015; Green et al., 2017; Yao and van der Hilst, 2009) to local (10s of km, e.g. De Siena et al., 2018; Obermann et al., 2016; Brenguier et al., 2007; Masterlark et al., 2010) scale such as in volcano seismology and several applications at global scale (e.g. Nishida et al., 2009; Sager et al., 2020).

Fig. 1.6 The first demonstration of the emergence of Rayleigh waves from correlations of the ambient noise from Shapiro and Campillo (2004). Each of the panels b-f displays an FTAN image from noise cross-correlations with a solid line denoting the group dispersion curve extracted from teleseismic surface waves along the same path. It can be seen that the resemblance between the two is striking.

1.3.3 Ambient noise sources

Due to the growing popularity of ambient noise in various applications including seismic imaging, the sources of ambient noise are of great interest as they play an important role in the theoretical understanding of the method (i.e. measuring surface wave dispersion from ambient noise) and limit the usable period range. Spectral amplitude plots of ambient noise usually display a typical pattern as shown in Figure 1.8 (Bensen et al., 2007). The
1.3 Surface waves and ambient noise

Fig. 1.7 The first demonstration of ambient noise tomography from Shapiro et al. (2005). Panels A and B show group-speed maps constructed from ambient noise at 7.5 s and 15 s periods respectively. Black solid lines show known active faults. The location of the slow anomalies correlates well with the location of known sedimentary basins.

most energetic parts of the spectrograms are usually the primary (~14 s, 0.07 Hz) and secondary (~7 s, 0.14 Hz) oceanic microseisms that are the result of ocean waves. This may change somewhat spatially and temporally depending on the ocean basin and weather conditions. At long periods (>50s, 0.02 Hz), a peak known as “Earth’s hum” exists, associated with the fundamental resonant spheroidal oscillations of the Earth (Rhie and Romanowics, 2004). Another smaller peak sometimes exists around 26s (0.038 Hz). Its source is not fully understood but it has been traced to the Gulf of Guinea and is thought to be associated with resonance in an ocean basin (Shapiro et al., 2006). High frequency (> 1Hz) ambient noise sources also exist and include wind, anthropogenic noise, small earthquakes and volcanic events (Hillers and Ben-Zion, 2011).

In Iceland, the ambient noise spectrum clearly displays the typical microseisms peaks (Fig. 1.9a) as well as earth’s hum. Green (2016) has analysed the distribution of noise sources in Iceland and showed that the ray paths with the strongest SNR are have back azimuths around 160° - 250° (Fig. 1.9b) which they attributed to the location of the main North Atlantic basin, where large storms generate powerful microseisms. Fortunately, noise directionality is not similar to the azimuth of spreading in Iceland (106°). This is important since we will later explore seismic anisotropy related to the spreading direction, and can use this fact to distinguish it from anisotropy related to the noise sources.
Fig. 1.8 An example of the ambient noise spectrum recorded by a Global Seismic Network station (HRV located in Harvard, Massachusetts) showing the typical energy distribution of ambient noise (from Bensen et al., 2007).

Fig. 1.9 An analysis of ambient noise characteristics in Iceland (from Green, 2016). (a) The power spectrum for seismic noise is shown for the two stations LIND and SVIN. (b) SNR versus back-azimuth of station pair.
1.3.4 Seismic anisotropy

Seismic anisotropy is the dependence of seismic wave speeds on the polarization or propagation direction of the waves. This phenomena has been observed in different parts of Earth’s interior, including the crust, mantle and the inner core, and has gained much scientific interest due to its relationship to deformational and other dynamic processes (Long and Becker, 2010). One commonly cited mechanism for seismic anisotropy is lattice (or crystallographic) preferred orientation (LPO, CPO) (Long and Becker, 2010). Many common minerals (e.g. olivine, pyroxene, mica, plagioclase) exhibit seismic anisotropy at the single crystal level, a phenomenon which may manifest itself in seismic wave velocities where crystals are preferentially aligned over a sufficiently large region. The other commonly cited mechanism for seismic anisotropy is the shape preferred orientation (SPO) of features with distinct isotropic elastic properties (Backus, 1962). Examples for SPO include alternating layers in sedimentary basins (e.g. Dreiling et al., 2018), sills of different compositions (e.g. Russell et al., 2019) and oriented melt pockets (e.g. Bastow et al., 2010). Although seismic anisotropy may be arbitrarily oriented, it is often divided into azimuthal (i.e. velocity variations within the horizontal plane) and radial (i.e. velocity variations between the horizontal and vertical directions) anisotropy for simplicity.

One of the most common approaches for investigating seismic anisotropy is through the exploration of surface wave characteristics. Surface waves are effective for exploring azimuthal anisotropy (e.g. Debayle et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2016) since they travel (to first order) at a roughly constant azimuth. Surface waves are also very useful for studying radial anisotropy (e.g. Dreiling et al., 2018; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) which can be inferred by comparing the velocities of Love waves which are primary sensitive to $V_{SH}$ to those of Rayleigh waves which are primary sensitive to $V_{SV}$.

Seismic anisotropy in the oceanic upper mantle and crust

Seismic anisotropy has been widely observed in upper oceanic mantle. Hess (1964) observed that Pn wave velocities (Raitt, 1963; Shor and Pollard, 1964) are low perpendicular to the fracture zones and high parallel to them. He then argued that this was a result of the preferred alignment of olivine crystals due to upper mantle flow (ductile deformation), an explanation which has become widely accepted. Anderson (1965) observed a discrepancy between Love and Rayleigh wave velocities in oceanic upper mantle which required radial anisotropy such that the shear velocity in the horizontal direction is greater than in the vertical direction, a phenomenon which is also attributed to olivine LPO. The alignment of olivine crystals requires the presence of internal shear which is thought to occur near oceanic spreading
ridges (e.g. Blackman et al., 2002; Blackman and Kendall, 2002), where upwelling mantle undergoes corner flow. The aligned olivine crystals are then fossilized into the lithospheric mantle which moves away from the ridge with plate motion (Lin et al., 2016).

In oceanic crust, observations of anisotropy have primarily been interpreted using oriented cracks (Bacon et al., 2019; Stephen, 1981; Shearer, 1988; White and Whitmarsh, 1984) which can be observed as crack-parallel Rayleigh wave fast directions, and fast $V_{SV}$ relative to $V_{SH}$ (Hudson, 1981). Recently, radial anisotropy with $V_{SH} > V_{SV}$ has been observed in the Pacific crust (Russell et al., 2019) and has been interpreted using SPO in the form of layered intracrustal reflectors. In Iceland, surface wave anisotropy has been observed in the mid-lower crust (Bjarnason and Schmeling, 2009), with suggested mechanisms that include sills, dykes and LPO, but insufficient azimuthal coverage has prevented a decisive interpretation.
Chapter 2

Data and Methods

This section provides an overview of the various methods used throughout the different parts of this dissertation. Each individual chapter provides additional details regarding implementation.

2.1 Seismic data

2.1.1 Datasets

This study uses 3-component continuous broadband waveforms from five non-simultaneous seismic networks with a total of 189 stations deployed across Iceland (Fig. 2.1).

Cambridge Network

145 stations are sourced from a dense ongoing deployment operated by the University of Cambridge, mostly covering the NVZ and the EVZ. This network has been deployed in the Icelandic highlands since 2008 and has continued to operate until today, although the number and location of instruments has changed significantly throughout the years. The network was initially focused around Askja and included 16 instruments. Over time, the network size increased, peaking at 70 stations in 2014 and then decreasing to about 30 in recent years. The coverage of the network has also changed significantly and has included areas in the EVZ, Krafla volcano in the north and a number of remote back-bone stations for regional scale tomography such as SVIN, SNAE and BRUN. Today the network is largely focused on Askja and Bárdarbunga volcanoes. Despite the many changes in network setup, some stations, such as FLAT, remains operational since its initial deployment and provide long standing continuous seismic recordings which are highly valuable for investigating long term
Fig. 2.1 Map of stations (denoted by triangles) used in this work. Colours indicate different networks. The HOTSPOT network (green triangles) operated from 1996 to 1998 (Allen et al., 1999). Station BORG of the GSN network (black triangle) has been recording continuously since 1994. The IMAGE project network in Reykjaness (orange triangles) operated in 2014 - 2015. The Cambridge network (red triangles) has been operational since 2008 but the location and number of stations has varied significantly. The IMO network is a permanent network but data availability is variable.

The instruments used to collect this dataset are primarily Güralp 6TDs (30 s corner frequency), Güralp 3ESPCDs (60 s), and a limited number of Güralp 3Ts (120 s). This year, a number of Güralp Certimus (120 s) instruments were added to the network but the data from those are not yet recovered and therefore are not used in this work. Güralp 6TDs are mostly buried directly in the ground whereas the longer period instruments were deployed in small vaults. Data is recorded at 50 - 100 samples per second and recovery rate is normally above 80%. A detailed description of fieldwork procedures for this network is provided in a later section. The dataset is freely available from IRIS and FDSN under network code Z7: http://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/Z7_2010/.
2.1 Seismic data

**HOTSPOT Network**

30 stations from the HOTSPOT experiment (Allen et al., 1999) which operated from 1996 to 1998 provide highly valuable backbone stations for regional coverage. The HOTSPOT instruments cover most of Iceland with a typical station spacing of 50 km. The instruments are mostly Guralp CMG3-ESPs, but include some Guralp CMG-40Ts and one Guralp CMG-3T. Data is recorded at 20 samples per second. This dataset is freely available from IRIS and FDSN under network code XD: [https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/XD_1996/](https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/XD_1996/)

**GSN station BORG**

Data from the permanent station BORG of the Global Seismic Network was also used. The station includes a Streckeisen STS-2 installed in a concrete vault and has been recording continuously since 1994. This dataset is freely available from IRIS and FDSN under network code II: [https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/II/](https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/II/)

**Icelandic Meteorological Office Network**

10 permanent stations from the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) are also used in this work and add additional coverage, mostly in the volcanic zones. The types of instruments are similar to the Cambridge network with dominantly Guralp instruments installed in vaults. This dataset is available upon request from IMO at their discretion.

**IMAGE project Network**

3 stations from the temporary IMAGE project in the Reykjanes ridge which operated in 2014-2015 were also used to provide coverage in the south-west of Iceland. The instruments used in this experiment were Streckeisen STS-2 with a corner frequency of 120 s. This dataset is available upon request from GFZ at their discretion.

2.1.2 Data collection

In this section I describe the details of passive seismic data acquisition for the network run by the University of Cambridge in the Icelandic highlands. During my PhD I have taken part in several trips to service the network and deploy new instruments and, in the last year, have been in charge of organizing fieldwork in Iceland. I have also contributed to the design of the seismic station set-up in the field.
Challenges

One major challenge in installing seismic instruments in the Icelandic highlands is the region’s remoteness. For most of the area covered by the network, the driving distance to Reykjavik, our logistical base, is between one and three days, making frequent visits to most sites unfeasible. Therefore, station setup and power supply should be robust enough to withstand a full year without a service. Furthermore, the nearest towns where supplies can be purchased are at least a day of driving away, meaning that logistics require very careful planning. Most of the highlands are not covered by cellular towers, limiting the option to telemeter data from the instruments and further complicating fieldwork operations.

The second major challenge in operating the network is Iceland’s high latitude and harsh weather conditions. For much of the year the Icelandic highlands are not accessible by car due to snow cover. Thick snow cover in some places may also prevent sunlight from reaching the solar panels. Furthermore, for many months in the year the ground is frozen. This makes digging in the ground impossible and damages lead acid batteries which are used to power the instruments. Freeze-thaw cycles may lead to damage and water penetration to instruments or other sensitive parts of the system such as regulators. Iceland also has very strong winds which sand blast the solar panels and make them less efficient. Wind may sometimes completely shear off or destroy parts of the solar panel stand. Finally, charging batteries with solar panels is a challenge in high altitudes as they receive very little sun during winter. The station setup presented below (Fig. 2.2) is therefore mainly aimed at dealing with these challenges.

Station setup

Seismometer

The most important considerations for seismometer deployment are to avoid the tilting of the instrument throughout the year, and to increase coupling with the ground. In our network seismometers are installed in one of two ways, either in a small vault or directly into the ground. Installing directly into the ground is easier but increases the risk of tilt. It is therefore only used for Guralp 6TDs which are less sensitive to tilt. The instruments buried in this way are more prone to the effects of ground freezing and thawing which can often be seen as a sharp tilt of the instrument’s masses (Fig. 2.3) but mostly does not hurt the quality of data recovered. Guralp 3ESP are only installed in vaults, which are made from plastic fish barrels and have a concrete slab at the bottom to reduce the effects of soil erosion and/or compaction. Where possible, drainage pipes are installed to allow water to escape from the vault. The instrument’s internal clock is continuously synced using an external GPS antenna.
located on a pole. Most instruments have 16GB of storage space which means that in order to last a full year they are set to record at 50 samples per second. A few instruments only have 4GB of storage and are usually set to record on the Z component only in order to last a full year.

Fig. 2.2 left A typical station setup in the Icelandic highlands. right Seismometer installation in a vault.

Power system

The power system is comprised of batteries, solar panels and a regulator. We use 120Ahr lead-acid truck batteries which are usually buried in the ground next to the instrument. To last the full winter, instruments require between 2-5 such batteries depending on their condition, the instrument type and the number and state of the solar panels. Stations typically require at least 4 solar panels (depending on size and type, but usually in the range 20 - 40 W) to keep the batteries charged to a sufficient level during winter. Solar panels are mounted on wooden stands and are raised off the ground to avoid snow cover. The panels are placed at a near vertical angle in order to maximize charging when the sun is very low during winter months and reduce snow and dust accumulation. The regulator connects the different parts of the system, protects the instrument from over current using a fuse, and disconnects the instruments from the batteries to protect them when the charging level is too low.
Fig. 2.3 Freeze thaw cycle effect on instrument masses at 3 stations. All 3 stations show a large change in horizontal mass position around December when the ground freezes and again when it thaws in May. The instrument at KOLL (top) is an ESP and the sharp changes causes it to try and recenter its masses. The instruments at FLUR (middle) and NAIR (bottom) are 6TDs
Common failures

Despite the challenges, the recovery rate of the network is usually above 90% with many stations giving 100% routinely. Data availability for 2019 - 2020 can be seen in Figure 2.4. Some of the common causes for data loss are:

- Power loss during winter - If batteries or solar panels degrade over time due to the difficult conditions, seismometers will sometimes lose power for 1-2 months, usually around March when batteries get depleted. Power is usually restored around May. This typically happens to one or two stations every year.

- Regulator failure or fuse burn - While regulators are designed to be waterproof, water penetration does occur at times and can cause the regulator to fail. Moreover, if there is high current from the battery to the instrument, the fuse may burn. While this is intentional, the fuse may be over sensitive at times. This typically happens to two or three stations every year.

- GPS failure - For unknown reasons, GPS antennas will sometimes fail. From that point on the data is no longer timestamped correctly and is usually discarded. This is relatively rare and will happen less than once a year on average.

- Instrument failure - Complete instrument failures are rare but do occur sometimes due to being exposed to harsh conditions for many years. This also happens less than once a year on average.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Empirical Green’s Functions from ambient noise

To obtain surface wave dispersion curves from ambient noise, we must first extract Empirical Green’s Functions (EGFs). A (true) Green’s function is defined as the domain’s displacement response due to a point force impulse and can be used to measure phase/group velocity, as shown later. An EGF on the other hand, is an empirical estimation of the domain’s Green’s function. Previous studies have demonstrated that EGFs obtained from ambient noise are equivalent to the true Green’s function except for a frequency-dependent amplitude correction (Roux et al., 2005; Weaver and Lobkis, 2004; Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Sabra et al., 2005). This process of calculating EGFs from ambient noise is divided into two steps: single station preprocessing and pair-wise processing.
Fig. 2.4 Data availability from July 2019 to August 2020. Each line represents a station. Black colour denotes transmission gaps in stations telemetered by IMO.

**Single station Preprocessing**

First, the waveforms at all available stations are preprocessed following Bensen et al. (2007). The continuous waveforms are divided into 30-minute-long sections which are then demeaned, detrended, tapered and decimated to 1 Hz. Next, the instrument’s response is removed using deconvolution and the resulting waveform is convolved with the response of the instrument with the narrowest period band used in the analysis. The convolution step is important in order to prevent the noise from overwhelming the signal at long periods. This is followed by winsorizing (replacing extreme values with truncated ones) at 3 RMS (Root Mean Square), which reduces the effect of large amplitude spurious arrivals, and spectral whitening. Spectral whitening is the procedure of dividing the frequency domain representation of the signal by a smoothed version of itself in order to flatten it. This helps to enhance noise at lower energy frequencies. Although widely used, it should be noted that this processing scheme may introduce an unphysical component into the noise correlations and to a lesser extent, into the dispersion information (Fichtner et al., 2020).
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**Pair-wise Processing**

The resulting preprocessed continuous signal from all possible station pairs are cross-correlated, which is defined as:

\[ C(x_A, x_B, t) = \int u(x_A, \tau) u(x_B, t + \tau) d\tau \]  

(2.1)

where \( u \) is the signal, \( x_A \) and \( x_B \) are the stations, \( t \) is time and \( \tau \) is the time shift (Fig. 2.5a). The resulting cross-correlations are then stacked to produce a Noise Cross-correlation Function (NCF) for each station pair. We use phase-weighted stacking (Ventosa et al., 2017), which applies phase coherence to attenuate incoherent noise and improves SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) when compared to conventional linear stacking (Fig. 2.5b-c). The NCF usually displays a large amplitude signal representing the surface wave arrivals on both the causal (positive) and acausal (negative) parts. The positive and negative arrivals are the result of waves traveling in opposite directions between the two stations. A different approach than the one used here for computing cross-correlation is called Phase Cross-Correlation (PCC) (Schimmel, 1999). This approach is theoretically superior (Schimmel et al., 2011) to the simple cross correlation presented here in achieving high SNR but is rarely used due to its very high computational cost (Ventosa et al., 2019). Nonetheless, I have attempted this method on a portion of the full dataset and the improvement in SNR was practically negligible compared to simple cross correlation with phase weighted stacking as shown in Fig. 2.6.

**Horizontal rotation from N-E to R-T**

In order to extract dispersion data from the horizontal components, the data requires rotation from the originally recorded north and east (N-E) orientations to radial and transverse (R-T). The most intuitive way to achieve this is by rotating the single station signal before the cross-correlation step using:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
R \\
T
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
-\sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
N \\
E
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(2.2)

where \( \theta \) is the azimuth between the two stations and \( R, T, N \) and \( E \) are the radial, transverse, north and east components respectively. After this simple rotation, it is then possible to follow up with the pair-wise processing described above. However, it is computationally much more efficient to first do the cross-correlation and then rotate the signal. To achieve
Fig. 2.5 Noise cross-correlation stacking and EGF extraction.  

a) Cross-correlation of one day of continuous recordings of the vertical components of stations BORG and HOT19.  

b) A linear stack of 520 days of cross-correlations for the same stations.  

c) Same as b but using phase weighted stacking.  

d) The EGF calculated from c by averaging the causal and acausal parts and taking the time derivative.

Fig. 2.6 NCFs obtained used two different methods are displayed for the station pair SBA9 - SBB2 (317 km apart).  
A red line denotes the NCF obtained by using a simple cross-correlation and phase weighted stacking, and a green line denotes the NCF obtained by using Phase Cross Correlation.
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this we first compute the following cross-correlations: NN, EE, NE and EN, and then apply the following transform:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
TT \\
RR \\
TR \\
RT
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
-cos \theta cos \psi & cos \theta sin \psi & -sin \theta sin \psi & sin \theta cos \psi \\
-sin \theta sin \psi & -cos \theta cos \psi & -cos \theta sin \psi & cos \theta cos \psi \\
-cos \theta sin \psi & -cos \theta cos \psi & sin \theta cos \psi & sin \theta sin \psi \\
-sin \theta cos \psi & sin \theta cos \psi & cos \theta cos \psi & -cos \theta sin \psi
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
EE \\
EN \\
NN \\
NE
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(2.3)

Here, \( \theta \) and \( \psi \) are the azimuth and back-azimuth between the two stations. The double letter notation is used such that for example, NE represents the cross-correlation of the north component from the first station with the east component of the second station. Since all operators used in the described processing are commutative with the rotation operator, performing the rotation after the cross-correlation gives exactly the same result as doing it before.

Much of the data processing work flow that is described is performed using MSNoise (version 1.6), a python package for ambient noise analysis (Lecocq et al., 2014), available at: http://www.msnoise.org/. ts-PWS, a software for computing the time-scale phase-weighted stack is available at: https://github.com/sergiventosa/ts-PWS. FastPCC, a computer program for efficiently computing the phase cross-correlations is available at: https://github.com/sergiventosa/FastPCC.

Plotting the NCFs as a function of station separation displays a move-out pattern as seen in Figure 2.7, indicating that the signal observed on the NCF is indeed a function of the path between the two stations. The vertical component arrivals represent Rayleigh waves and the transverse component arrivals represent Love waves.

The EGF can then be simply calculated from the NCF by taking the time derivative (Lin et al., 2008) of either the causal or acausal parts which in theory are supposed to be identical (Fig. 2.5d). However, real world NCFs are not always symmetrical due to an inhomogeneous distribution of noise sources. Some studies therefore use the side with the larger amplitude, whereas others, including this work use the average of the causal and acausal parts. The relationship between the EGF and the NCF is therefore:

\[
EGF_{AB} = - \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \frac{NCF_{AB}(t) + NCF_{BA}(-t)}{2} \right], \quad 0 \leq t \leq \infty
\]

(2.4)
Fig. 2.7 Noise cross correlation functions extracted from the vertical and transverse components for station pairs that include station BORG display a typical move out pattern. The NCFs are bandpass-filtered between 10 - 60 s. The vertical component arrivals represent Rayleigh waves and the transverse component arrivals represent Love waves.
2.2.2 Phase dispersion data from EGFs

To measure phase dispersion data from EGFs we use the image transformation technique as described in Yao et al. (2006). The EGF (note: the EGF itself, not the envelope of the analytic signal as for group velocity) is subjected to a series of narrow band pass filters at discrete central frequencies with a width of 0.4 s. We apply a two-pass filter to avoid the phase shift introduced by filtering. The resulting signal at each period has multiple peaks, one of which corresponds to the correct phase arrival time. We then convert the filtered EGF at each frequency from a time-period domain to a velocity-period domain using the relationship:

\[
c = \frac{r}{t - \frac{T}{8}}
\]  

(2.5)

where \(c\) is phase velocity, \(r\) is the station separation, \(t\) is travel time and \(T\) is the central period. This equation should not be confused with a similar equation developed by Brune et al. (1960) for extracting phase velocity which additionally includes a term for phase velocity ambiguity. In the equation of Brune et al. (1960), \(c\) and \(t\) represent exact values, whereas in equation 2.5 they represent continuous domains, thus there is no notion of ambiguity. The ambiguity is of course still present and is accounted for later, as discussed below. For the full derivation see Yao et al. (2006). Combining the separate waveforms at each central period into a matrix yields a velocity-period image as seen in Figure 2.8. The velocity-period image usually displays several possible dispersion curves, representing the built-in ambiguity in picking phase velocity mentioned earlier. This is usually solved by using a regional reference curve and picking the closest one to it. An automatic process that I developed for creating velocity-period images, calculating a reference curve, and picking phase dispersion curves is described in detail in chapter 5.

Another approach for measuring phase velocity from EGFs which is not utilized in this work, also exists. This method, sometimes known as AKI’s method, was demonstrated by Ekström et al. (2009), based on early work by Aki (1957). As shown by Aki, the real part of the frequency domain representation of the cross-correlation function should resemble a Bessel function and its zero crossings can be used to calculate phase velocity from:

\[
c(\omega_n) = \frac{\omega_n r}{z_n}
\]  

(2.6)

where \(\omega_n\) is the frequency of the \(n\)th observed zero crossing and \(z_n\) is the \(n\)th zero of the Bessel function \(J_0\). This approach has a theoretical advantage, since unlike the multiple filters technique by Yao et al. (2006) described earlier, it does not require the far-field assumption. However, the approach has some caveats, namely that additional or missing zero crossings
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may exist in real world data, giving an incorrect value of $z_n$ in the above equation. In practice, studies (Boschi et al., 2013) have shown that results from the two methods are similar and that the far-field assumption can be relaxed to a degree (Luo et al., 2015) in the multiple filters technique.

Fig. 2.8 A Velocity - Period image for stations K250 and SYLG. The phase dispersion curve denoted by the white dashed line is automatically picked using a local reference curve.

2.2.3 Group dispersion data from EGFs

Group dispersion data can be obtained from an EGF by using a Frequency Time Analysis (FTAN) (Dziewonski et al., 1969). To achieve this, we compute the envelope of the analytical signal of the EGF and subject it to a series of narrow band pass filters at discrete central frequencies. At each frequency, the path-average group velocity can be measured directly by
2.2 Methods

Fig. 2.9 FTAN image from ambient noise correlations for stations BORG and HOT17. The bandpassed filtered signals are combined in a matrix to yield an FTAN image. At each frequency, the travel time can be measured directly by picking the peak of the envelope. The FTAN image can help with the picking of a smooth continuous dispersion curve where several peaks exist in the envelope.

picking the peak of the envelope. The individual filtered signals can be combined in a matrix to yield an FTAN image (Fig. 2.9). This can help pick a smooth continuous dispersion curve where several peaks exist in the envelope. We use an automated code for extracting group dispersion data as described in Pilia et al. (2015).

2.2.4 1D Dispersion data to depth-velocity inversion

Both group and phase dispersion curves are a function of Earth’s structure, primarily shear wave velocity. The relationship between surface wave velocities and Earth structure is given by sensitivity kernels (Fig. 2.10), which for a given velocity model, can be used to do the forward calculation to determine dispersion curves, but not the other way around.
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Therefore, recovering Earth structure from observed dispersion curves requires an inversion process. The sensitivity kernels themselves are also dependent on Earth structure, making the problem non-linear. We perform the inversion using SURF96 (Herrmann, 2013) which uses a regularized iterative non-linear inversion approach. The parameter space here can be very large and is comprised of two factors, the number of layers and the number of free parameters per layer which are multiplied to give the total number of free parameters. As with any inverse problem a trade-off exists between the number of free parameters and the non uniqueness of the solution.

![Fig. 2.10 Group and phase sensitivity kernels for Love and Rayleigh waves at periods 10 and 20 seconds calculated using a 1D regional velocity model from Mitchell et al. (2013). $\beta$ is shear wave velocity. It can be seen that Rayleigh waves have deeper sensitivity than Love waves and that phase velocity has deeper sensitivity than group.](image)

Several approaches exist for choosing the number of layers. (1) Layer thickness is determined according to prior knowledge on interface depth such as refraction data or receiver functions (e.g. Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Depending on the availability of such data, and the goals of the work, this approach may or may not be appropriate. (2) Layer thickness is solved for as part of the inversion (e.g. Bodin et al., 2012). While this approach is attractive it also introduces new free parameters (number and thickness of layers) (3) All layers have the same thickness (e.g. Green et al., 2017). This approach was chosen in this work thanks to its simplicity and effectiveness in practical applications.

Regarding the number of free parameters per layer, we use an approach sometimes called pseudo-isotropic inversion, which involves separate inversions of Love and Rayleigh dispersion data for $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ respectively. To understand the rational behind the pseudo-
isotropic inversion process, we must first look into some background on elasticity theory. Surface wave velocity in a given medium is dependent on the medium’s density ($\rho$) and its elastic properties which are given by a 4th rank stiffness tensor which has a size of $3 \times 3 \times 3 \times 3$ and 81 components. For a fully anisotropic medium, the elasticity tensor has 21 independent components out of the possible 81 and can therefore be reduced to a $6 \times 6$ symmetric matrix written as:

$$\{c_{mn}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
c_{1111} & c_{1122} & c_{1133} & c_{1123} & c_{1113} & c_{1112} \\
c_{2211} & c_{2222} & c_{2233} & c_{2223} & c_{2213} & c_{2212} \\
c_{3311} & c_{3322} & c_{3333} & c_{3323} & c_{3313} & c_{3312} \\
c_{2311} & c_{2322} & c_{2333} & c_{2323} & c_{2313} & c_{2312} \\
c_{1311} & c_{1322} & c_{1333} & c_{1323} & c_{1313} & c_{1312} \\
c_{1211} & c_{1222} & c_{1233} & c_{1223} & c_{1213} & c_{1212} 
\end{bmatrix}$$ (2.7)

for simplicity this can also be written in Voigt notation as:

$$\{c_{mn}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{13} & C_{14} & C_{15} & C_{16} \\
C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{23} & C_{24} & C_{25} & C_{26} \\
C_{13} & C_{23} & C_{33} & C_{34} & C_{35} & C_{36} \\
C_{14} & C_{24} & C_{34} & C_{44} & C_{45} & C_{46} \\
C_{15} & C_{25} & C_{35} & C_{45} & C_{55} & C_{56} \\
C_{16} & C_{26} & C_{36} & C_{46} & C_{56} & C_{66} 
\end{bmatrix}$$ (2.8)

However, inverting for such a large parameter space (21 free components and density) is not feasible. One way to reduce the number of free parameters is to assume Vertical Transverse Isotropy (VTI), in which the material properties are identical in all horizontal directions. This assumption is reasonable since there is no notion of azimuth in the inversion of dispersion data for 1D structure. A transversely isotropic material can be characterized by only 6 free parameters (Love, 1892): $\rho$, A, C, F, L and N:
\[
\{c_{mn}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
    A & A2N & F & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    A2N & A & F & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    F & F & C & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & L & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & L & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & N \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.9)

A, C, F, L and N can be substituted for \(V_{SV}\), \(V_{SH}\), \(V_{PV}\), \(V_{PH}\) and \(\eta\) using:

\[
A = \rho V_{PH}^2 \\
C = \rho V_{PV}^2 \\
L = \rho V_{SV}^2 \\
N = \rho V_{SH}^2 \\
F = \eta \rho \left( V_{PH}^2 - 2V_{SV}^2 \right)
\] (2.10) (2.11) (2.12) (2.13) (2.14)

\(V_{PH}\) and \(V_{PV}\) are the horizontally and vertically traveling P waves respectively and \(\eta\) is used for parametrization and has no simple physical meaning. Assuming VTI therefore reduces the number of free parameters significantly to 6 (5 free components and density). However, this is still a very large parameter space when multiplied by the number of layers in the model. While some studies use this parametrization (e.g. Nishimura and Forsyth, 1989) and invert Love and Rayleigh data simultaneously, the large parameter space results in significant non-uniqueness. To resolve this, other restrictions are often imposed on the model such as prior information or using relatively thick layers (low resolution).

Another common approach, which is used in this thesis, is to invert Love and Rayleigh dispersion data independently assuming that Love is only sensitive to \(V_{SH}\) and Rayleigh is only sensitive to \(V_{SV}\). This approach is sometimes called pseudo-isotropic inversion since for each of the two separate inversions we can use an isotropic parametrization. If we assume isotropy, the elasticity tensor can then be fully described using two free parameters, \(\lambda\) and \(\mu\):
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\[
\{c_{mn}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
\lambda + 2\mu & \lambda & \lambda & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda & \lambda + 2\mu & \lambda & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda & \lambda & \lambda + 2\mu & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \mu & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \mu & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \mu
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.15)

\(\lambda\) and \(\mu\) are related to \(V_S\), \(V_P\) using the following equations:

\[
\lambda = \rho \left(V_P^2 - 2V_S^2\right) \quad (2.16)
\]

\[
\mu = \rho V_S^2 \quad (2.17)
\]

This is a more manageable parameter space (2 components + density). However, SURF96 reduces it further to one free parameter by only solving for \(V_S\). At each iteration \(V_P\) is calculated from \(V_S\) using the initial \(V_P/V_S\) ratio and density is calculated from \(V_P\) using Nafe–Drake relation (Nafe and Drake, 1963). We are therefore left with only one free parameter per model layer. This approach is widely accepted since the sensitivity of surface waves to \(V_P\) and density is far smaller than the sensitivity to \(V_S\).

To sum up this section so far, we use a few assumptions/simplifications in order to reduce the parameter space from 22 per model layer, to only one \((V_S)\) per model layer:

- We assume VTI which reduces the number free parameters from 22 to 6. This is justified since we are dealing with 1D structure without a notion of azimuth
- We assume Love and Rayleigh dispersion can be inverted separately for \(V_{SH}\) and \(V_{SV}\) which reduces the number free parameters from 6 to 3 per layer but involves an additional inversion. This is justified since Love is mostly sensitive to \(V_{SH}\) and Rayleigh is mostly sensitive to \(V_{SV}\).
- SURF96 assumes that \(V_P\) can be calculated from \(V_S\) and that \(\rho\) can be calculated from \(V_P\) which leaves us with only one free parameter. This is justified since the sensitivity of surface wave velocities to \(V_S\) is far greater than to the other parameters.

While we significantly reduce non-uniqueness using these simplifications, it nonetheless persists, as in most geophysical inverse problems. This can be mitigated by using multiple starting models for the inversion, which can provide insight into whether multiple minima are present in model space, given a reasonable range of initial models (e.g. Fishwick et al., 2005;
Out of these three widely used simplifications the most commonly contested is the second one, since Love and Rayleigh waves are not strictly only sensitive to $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ respectively and that $V_{PH}$, $V_{PV}$ and $\eta$ and can be neglected, especially in the presence of radial P wave anisotropy (Anderson, 1965; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Most importantly, this can lead to the values of S wave anisotropy being overestimated (Anderson, 1965; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). We further discuss this issue in greater detail in section 3.3.5 in the context of our results and how it may affect them. Another problem with this approach is that the depth sensitivity of Love and Rayleigh waves are different. As shown in Fig. 2.10, for similar periods, Rayleigh waves are sensitive to deeper structure. This means that at large depths where Love sensitivity decreases, it is possible that the resulting $V_{SH}$ model is mostly a function of the starting model, and of the data. This is important since in the next step we use both the $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models to calculate radial anisotropy. There are two ways in which we mitigate this issue. First, as mentioned above, we use an ensemble of starting models for the inversion and examine the ensemble of resulting models. If the radial anisotropy results are highly affected by the change in the starting model, this would manifest as large variability in the resulting models. Second, we avoid interpreting our results at depths where the $V_{SH}$ models are similar to the inversion starting models - in chapter 3 for example, we avoid interpreting our results in the mantle.

### 2.2.5 Using Group vs Phase velocity

Phase velocity measurements are preferable to group for several reasons. First, the uncertainty in picking phase velocity dispersion curves is smaller compared to group velocity (Lin et al., 2008; Bensen et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2015). This was demonstrated by Lin et al. (2008) using a method based on analyzing thousands of nearly linearly aligned station-triplets. Luo et al. (2015) attributed the higher uncertainty of group velocity measurements to the picking of the peak of the wide waveform envelope. Second, for similar periods, phase velocity has a deeper sensitivity (Fig. 2.10) and, therefore, can constrain deeper velocity structures. Third, group velocity dispersion curves can be calculated from phase velocity dispersion curves, but not the other way around. Finally, group dispersion measurements rely on amplitude information. As mentioned earlier, the EGF’s amplitude may differ from that of the real Green’s function (Yao et al., 2006). Therefore we use phase velocity where possible, i.e. in chapters 3 and 5. However, group velocity has the advantage of being easier to measure at shorter periods, which are important for local shallow investigations. We therefore use group velocity in chapter 4 which deals with the shallow velocity structure and anisotropy of Askja...
volcano, as is commonly done in volcano seismology applications (e.g. De Siena et al., 2018; Obermann et al., 2016; Brenguier et al., 2007; Masterlark et al., 2010).

### 2.2.6 2D Ambient noise tomography

Measuring surface wave dispersion using ambient noise often leads to a very dense ray-path coverage of the study area. We invert the group and/or phase travel times for 2D group and/or phase velocity maps using the Fast Marching Surface Tomography (FMST) package (Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2005) which has been used widely for inverting surface waves data from ambient noise (e.g. Stankiewicz et al., 2010; Nicolson et al., 2012; Mottaghi et al., 2013). FMST is an iterative non-linear travel time tomography solver in 2D spherical coordinates. FMST has two important user-defined parameters called damping and smoothing. These are important to prevent the inversion from over fitting the data and producing a suitably parsimonious model. The objective function minimized by the inversion is:

\[
S(m) = (g(m) - d_{obs})C_d^{-1}(g(m) - d_{obs})^T + \varepsilon(m - m_0)C_m^{-1}(m - m_0)^T + \eta m^T D^T D m
\]

where \(m\) are the model parameters, \(d_{obs}\) are the observed traveltine residuals, \(g(m)\) are the predicted traveltine residuals, \(m_0\) is the initial model, \(C_d^{-1}\) is the a priori data covariance matrix, \(C_m^{-1}\) is the a priori model covariance matrix, \(D\) is the smoothness matrix, \(\varepsilon\) is the damping parameter and \(\eta\) is the smoothing parameter. Damping imposes a “cost” to perturbing the starting model during the inversion, so that higher damping values should result in a model that is more similar to the starting model. The reasoning behind introducing damping is to make sure that the data actually requires perturbations to be made to the prior information in order to be satisfied. Smoothing controls the level of detail or roughness of the model, with the basic principle being that the simplest model that satisfies the data is the best. These so-called regularization parameters are usually determined empirically using an L-curve process. In this process, the inversion is attempted using various values of damping or smoothing, and the value closest to the “knee” of the L is chosen as the optimum trade-off between fitting the data, the size of the model model perturbation and model smoothness. This is often done separately for damping and smoothing while keeping the other parameter constant (e.g. Rawlinson et al., 2010).
2.2.7 Pseudo 3D ambient noise tomography

Since surface waves sample the velocity structure at different depths along their path, it is possible to invert dispersion data for a 3D shear velocity where dense data coverage exists. While this would be possible to do using a single 3D model for the domain, the computation time would be very long. Montagner (1986) suggested a process to parallelize this inversion, commonly known as the two step inversion method. In the two step method the inversion process for 2D group/phase velocity maps described in the previous section is performed separately for each period. Next, pseudo dispersion curves are extracted at a predefined set of grid points that span the model and inverted for shear wave velocity as a function of depth. Finally, all the 1D velocity profiles are assembled in a pseudo 3D shear velocity model. This approach is attractive since it can be easily parallelized (Zhang et al., 2018). Montagner (1986) demonstrated this using surface waves from earthquakes for the upper mantle in the Indian ocean (Fig. 2.11). With ambient noise, this approach has been demonstrated in various settings (e.g. Pilia et al., 2015; Green et al., 2017; Obermann et al., 2016; Brenguier et al., 2007). The disadvantage of this approach is that since different pseudo dispersion curves are inverted separately, this process does not preserve the full information about lateral spatial correlations (Zhang et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2015). Despite this drawback, the two step inversion can still be used to gain valuable information as demonstrated in numerous works. Recently, advances have been made towards the use of a single step inversion, where the predicted dispersion curves are calculated directly from a 3D shear velocity model. This approach has been demonstrated with synthetic data (Zhang et al., 2018) and applied in the imaging of a gas reservoir (Zhang et al., 2020), but has yet to gain widespread adoption.
2.2 Methods

Fig. 2.11 E-W Cross sections of the shear velocity structure beneath the Indian Ocean and neighbouring areas from Montagner (1986) produced using the two-step method. Colours indicates percent perturbation to the inversion starting model.
Chapter 3

Oceanic Crustal Flow in Iceland
Observed using Seismic Anisotropy

The work presented in this chapter has been published in:


and is therefore presented in a nature format with methods and implementation details at the end. In terms of author contributions to this article, I conceived the study, undertook all the data processing and modelling, and wrote the manuscript. The co-authors provided various advice along the way, and made editing suggestions to the manuscript prior to submission and during the review process.

3.1 Chapter abstract

Understanding accretion and deformation processes at mid-ocean ridges is crucial as they control the resulting oceanic crustal structure, which covers two-thirds of Earth’s surface. The most common tool for observing such dynamic processes within the Earth is seismic anisotropy. Iceland, which is uplifted by a convective mantle plume and has an active spreading ridge system exposed above sea level, offers a unique opportunity for studying this phenomenon. Here we use a high-resolution dataset of Love and Rayleigh wave speeds to constrain the seismic anisotropy in the Icelandic crust. We show that seismic anisotropy in the lower crust is controlled by crystal preferred orientation, providing a direct observation of
lower crustal flow. Furthermore, since shear is needed to align the crystals, our result reveal that crustal flow cannot be a simple translation of mass and requires internal deformation. This finding has important implications for how thick, hot oceanic crust, as found in volcanic rifted margins and near plume-ridge interactions, can accrete and deform.

3.2 Main

3.2.1 Introduction

The formation of oceanic crust at mid-ocean spreading ridges is one of the fundamental processes of plate tectonics. The structure of mid-ocean ridges is largely known from marine seismic experiments and from field observations of ophiolites around the world. However, since spreading ridges are usually found under deep water, data from seismic instrumentation remains limited when compared to more accessible continental plate boundaries. Furthermore, while ocean bottom seismometers can collect valuable data, the quality is sometimes lessened compared to onshore instruments (Duennebier and Sutton, 1995; Mangano et al., 2011). Iceland, which straddles the mid-Atlantic Ridge and is uplifted by a convective plume (White and McKenzie, 1989; Darbyshire et al., 1998) in the underlying mantle, has an active spreading ridge system exposed above sea level. It therefore represents a unique opportunity for studying oceanic crustal formation, spreading ridge dynamics and plume-ridge interaction.

The structure of the oceanic crust in Iceland, and of the lower crust in particular, has been debated by researchers ever since the first seismic experiments on the island. Unlike normal oceanic crust which displays a roughly uniform thickness of $\sim 7$ km (White et al., 1992), crustal thickness in Iceland is highly variable (Brandsdóttir et al., 1997; Staples et al., 1997; Darbyshire et al., 1998; Allen et al., 2002; Jenkins et al., 2018) and changes from $\sim 20$ km in the Northern and Western Volcanic Zones, to more than 40 km above the center of the mantle plume under the Vatnajökull icecap (Fig. 3.1). This variability is attributed to increased melt generation above the narrow (c. 100 km diameter) central stem of the upwelling mantle plume (Darbyshire et al., 1998; Jenkins et al., 2018) and to a series of successive eastward rift jumps into thick older crust (Hardarson et al., 1997; Staples et al., 1997). Additionally, active source experiments (Pálmason, 1971; Staples et al., 1997; Darbyshire et al., 1998) have constrained compressional velocities in the lower crust of $\sim 7.2$ km/s, which are unusually high compared to normal oceanic crust. Recently, a study (Jenkins et al., 2018) using receiver functions and Rayleigh wave dispersion data reported a significant mid-crustal discontinuity at $\sim 20$ km: petrological modelling was used to suggest that the crust is made of alternating layers of gabbroic and olivine-rich cumulates below this discontinuity and only gabbro above
Research using gravity measurements (Gudmundsson, 2003) showed that the lower crust in Iceland is 200 kg/m$^3$ denser than its counterpart beneath adjacent ridges and similarly argued for an olivine enriched lower crust.

Fig. 3.1 Crustal thickness based on Jenkins et al. (2016) is shown as colored contours. Grey lines denote the location of active spreading centers. Thin black line shows the outline of Vatnajökull icecap roughly corresponding to the estimated location of the plume head. Black arrows indicate the spreading direction of 106° with a full spreading rate of 18.5 mm/yr.

The ridge in Iceland is a slow spreading ridge with an extension direction of 106° and a spreading rate of 18.5 mm/y (DeMets et al., 2010). The crust is relatively hot, with regional geothermal gradients of 40 - 50°C/km (Flóvenz and Saemundsson, 1993) and a shallow seismogenic depth of ~7 km, below which it undergoes ductile deformation (flow). While the brittle deformation in the upper crust can be observed directly using earthquakes, or at the surface in the form of vertically oriented fractures and faults in fissure swarms (Hjartardóttir et al., 2016), the style of deformation in the lower crust can only be inferred by lack of seismicity. The most common way to investigate flow within the crust is using seismic anisotropy, as demonstrated by works showing continental crustal flow in Tibet (Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Duret et al., 2010). Most studies of seismic anisotropy (Bjarnason et al., 2002; Li and Detrick, 2003) in Iceland, however, have focused on the mantle. Research using relative surface wave arrival times from regional earthquakes (Bjarnason and Schmeling, 2009) had previously suggested that radial anisotropy exists in parts of the lower crust in
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Iceland. However, the authors acknowledged the poor azimuthal coverage of their data, which prevented a decisive interpretation. Despite the progress made, until the work presented here, no studies of anisotropy in the Icelandic crust with significant azimuthal coverage have been conducted.

3.2.2 Observed radial anisotropy in the crust

We determine the path average velocity for vertically ($V_{SV}$) and horizontally ($V_{SH}$) polarized shear waves for 75 inter-station paths (Fig. 3.2) across Iceland by extracting Love and Rayleigh phase velocity dispersion curves (Fig. 3.4) from ambient noise (Yao et al., 2006; Bensen et al., 2007) cross correlations (Fig. 3.3 and invert them for $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ respectively (Herrmann, 2013) (Fig. 3.5a). We then compute radial anisotropy (Fig. 3.5b) as $\xi = (\frac{V_{SH}}{V_{SV}})^2$. The terms positive and negative radial anisotropy are used to describe $\xi > 1$ ($V_{SH} > V_{SV}$) and $\xi < 1$ ($V_{SH} < V_{SV}$) respectively. The assumption that Love and Rayleigh waves are only sensitive to $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ respectively is not strictly correct (Anderson, 1965; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and may result in the strength of anisotropy being overestimated. However, as further discussed in the Methods section, we feel that this assumption – which is widely used – does not unduly influence our findings.

The anisotropy profiles (Fig. 3.5b) inverted from the average dispersion curves display $\xi < 1$ in the brittle crust near the surface, while in the lower ductile crust, from $\sim 15$ to 35 km depth, we observe $\xi > 1$. The smoothing character of surface waves makes it hard to know the exact nature of the transition between $\xi < 1$ and $\xi > 1$. Below $\sim 40$ km depth the sensitivity of Love waves decreases to the point where a reliable interpretation is no longer possible. It should be noted that we initially attempted to invert Rayleigh and Love dispersion curves simultaneously assuming an isotropic velocity structure, but found that no isotropic model could satisfy the data (Fig. B.1).

While not the focus of this work, $V_{SH} < V_{SV}$ in the upper crust is attributed to the presence of vertically oriented cracks and dykes (Dunn and Toomey, 2001; Barclay and Toomey, 2003). This is consistent with the observed extension of brittle crust by plate spreading and the intrusion of dykes in the neo-volcanic rift zones (White et al., 2011; Sigmundsson et al., 2015).

There are two possible explanations for the observation of $V_{SH} > V_{SV}$ in the lower crust: (1) Thin Periodic Layering (TPL) where two or more isotropic materials with different velocities form a geological unit comprising alternating layers with thicknesses that are significantly smaller than the observed seismic wavelength (Backus, 1962) (e.g., sills of different compositions). Layering has been observed in exhumed oceanic crust (Jousselin et al., 2012) and has been suggested as the cause of radial anisotropy (Bjarnason and
Fig. 3.2 75 inter station paths across Iceland used in this work. Green triangles are broadband seismometers installed in vaults.

Fig. 3.3 Noise cross correlation functions extracted from the vertical and transverse components for all station pairs that include HOT24 display a typical move out pattern. The NCFs are bandpass-filtered between 10 - 60 s. The vertical component arrivals represent Rayleigh waves and the transverse component arrivals represent Love waves.
Fig. 3.4 Measured phase velocity dispersion curves of fundamental mode Love and Rayleigh waves for the 75 paths shown in the inset map on Figure 3.2
Fig. 3.5  

(a) Grey lines show the starting models used in the inversion of Rayleigh dispersion data for $V_{SV}$. Blue lines show the resulting $V_{SV}$ models (one for each starting model) which in turn are used as starting models in the inversion of Love dispersion data for $V_{SH}$. The resulting $V_{SH}$ models are shown as orange lines. The inset shows the observed (dots) and fitted (solid lines) dispersion curves for Rayleigh (blue) and Love (orange) waves used in the inversion.  

(b) Radial anisotropy ($\xi$) vs depth. Different lines show the results from different starting models. The dashed line represents a radially isotropic model. The process is repeated for each station pair. The example shown in this figure is for the regional average dispersion curve (i.e based on all the available inter-station dispersion management).

Schmeling, 2009; Russell et al., 2019). Such a structure would manifest as radial anisotropy which does not change with the azimuth of propagation (Fig. 3.6a–b), also called Vertically Transverse Isotropy (VTI). (2) Lattice Preferred Orientation (LPO), which involves the alignment of crystals in a preferred orientation. Where anisotropic minerals are present and aligned over a large region comparable to the seismic wavelength, they produce large-scale anisotropy which would be observed as a change in the propagation velocity of seismic waves as a function of orientation. Unlike TPL, the preferred alignment of crystals could result in a dependence of $\xi$ on azimuth. For example, the alignment of olivine with type A fabric due to flow with a vertical flow plane, could manifest itself as $\xi$ that is low parallel
to the flow direction and increases with azimuth away from it (Bastow et al., 2010) (Fig. 3.6c-d). An additional mechanism that is suggested to be able to produce radial anisotropy with azimuthal variations is oriented melt pockets (Bastow et al., 2010) or OMP. However, we do not consider it likely to be a significant contributor to anisotropy in the lower crust since there is no evidence of prominent vertical structure in lower oceanic crust exposed in ophiolites. Although sub-vertical dykes are present in the upper third of oceanic crust (Layer 2), the dominant structure in the lower crust (Layer 3) is sub-horizontal, probably due to melt storage and differentiation in sills. Furthermore, the observed radial anisotropy for OMP is expected to be strongly negative ($V_{SV}$ faster than $V_{SH}$) (Bastow et al., 2010) which is not what we observe.

Fig. 3.6 Schematic diagram showing the expected radial anisotropy vs azimuth of different mechanisms. **a-b** Thin periodic layering can produce positive radial anisotropy with Vertical Transverse Isotropy (VTI), i.e. no correlation between radial anisotropy and azimuth. **c-d** Flow induced Lattice Preferred Orientation (LPO) of olivine crystals, can produce positive radial anisotropy with azimuthal variations. Velocities in c are taken from Bastow et al. (2010)
3.2.3 Observed azimuthal variations in radial anisotropy

We test for azimuthal variations by plotting $\xi$ versus back azimuth for each station pair, fitting the data with a $2\theta$ sinusoid (Fig. 3.7) and using an F-test to determine whether the sinusoid fits the data significantly better than a random distribution about a mean. We also fitted a $2\theta + 4\theta$ sinusoid but F-tests showed that the improvement in fit was not justified by the data. Focusing on $\xi$ rather than $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ separately has the advantage of reducing the contribution of regional variations in the isotropic velocities.

In the brittle crust (Fig. 3.7a), while we see large scatter in the data, an F test shows that the sinusoid fit is significant. The sinusoid fit suggests that $\xi$ is highest parallel to the spreading direction and decreases away from it, as expected for vertically oriented cracks and dykes striking perpendicular to the extension direction. This is consistent with observations of shear wave splitting from local earthquakes showing a fast splitting direction parallel to the strike of the rift (Bacon et al., 2019). We attribute the large scatter to the heterogeneity of the upper crust and the period range ($\sim$10 – 40 s) used in this work.

In the lower ductile crust, from 20 to 25 km depth (Fig. 3.7b), we observe a clear dependence of radial anisotropy on the propagation direction and an F test shows that the fit is highly significant ($p < 0.01$). The radial anisotropy is smallest around azimuths of $\sim$100° - 110°, which is similar to the spreading direction, and increases away from it. To further validate this, we divide our data points into two groups, spreading-parallel (angle to spreading <45°) and spreading-perpendicular (angle to spreading >45°) and use a T test to demonstrate that the difference in mean of the two groups is statistically significant with very high confidence ($p < 0.01$). The azimuthal variation clearly indicates that anisotropy cannot be attributed to TPL alone and that LPO is required to explain the observation. We note that while layering alone cannot explain our observation in the lower crust, it is possibly present and contributes an azimuth-independent increase in radial anisotropy.

At depths of 35 - 40 km (Fig. 3.7c) we do not observe any significant trends and F tests show that the periodic functions do not fit the data better than a random distribution about a mean. This may be due to complication near the Moho under most of Iceland, but may also be attributed to decreased sensitivity of our data at these depths.

3.2.4 LPO in the lower crust

The azimuthal alignment of crystallographic axes over large regions requires the presence of shear. However, the type of fabric formed in response to shear may change depending on several factors including composition, shear mechanism and the presence of other phases. Studies of the upper oceanic mantle usually interpret observed azimuthal variations in velocity...
Fig. 3.7 In all panels black dots indicate the radial anisotropy measured for different station pairs. Each dot is the mean of the ensemble of different inversion results from using different starting models. Blue solid and dashed lines show the best fitting $2\theta$ and $2\theta + 4\theta$ sinusoids respectively. a In the uppermost crust, despite data scatter, the data fit suggests that radial anisotropy is weak parallel to the spreading direction and becomes strongly negative away from it. b In the lower crust we clearly observe $\xi > 1$ which changes with azimuth and the direction of minimal anisotropy is similar to the spreading direction. c At depths of 35 - 40 km we observe $\xi > 1$ with no significant correlation with azimuth. All panels have the same vertical-horizontal aspect ratio. Uncertainties are presented in Figure 3.11. Additional depths are presented in Figure 3.17.
as LPO of olivine with the fast axes parallel to the lineation (i.e., flow direction), and attribute the shear to velocity gradients due to corner flow near spreading ridges (Ismail and Mainprice, 1998; Blackman et al., 2002; Blackman and Kendall, 2002; Long and Becker, 2010). Unlike the mantle, the composition of the lower crust in Iceland is not as well constrained and is thought to be more heterogeneous. As discussed earlier, the crust at these depths is expected to consist of a mix of gabbroic and olivine-rich cumulates. The azimuthal variations we observe could therefore be explained by LPO in olivine cumulates.

While olivine LPO is sufficient to explain our observation, plagioclase and clinopyroxene, which are common in gabbro, can also be highly anisotropic at the single crystal level. The effect of deformation of multiphase rocks, such as gabbro, on fabrics and seismic properties is hard to analyze and the experimental data on deformed gabbro remains limited compared to olivine. Furthermore, while olivine is orthorhombic, plagioclase and clinopyroxene have lower symmetries triclinic and monoclinic respectively which creates additional degrees of freedom in producing CPO. An analysis (Jousselin et al., 2012) of deformed gabbro samples from the Moho transition zone in the Oman ophiolite found that some samples had a significant azimuthal alignment of plagioclase [100] axes with the shear direction (Fig. 3.8). Another study (Satsukawa et al., 2013) which analyzed the largest database yet of CPO in plagioclase bearing rocks, including gabbro, showed that while azimuthal alignments were present in some plastically deformed samples, the shear wave anisotropy pattern was highly scattered and had a relatively complex relation to the foliation. The study concluded that the presence of multiple phases in gabbro would generally reduce seismic anisotropy by destructive interference. It is therefore difficult to determine the exact contribution of gabbro deformation to our observation. In fact, since the anisotropy values we see are high compared to previous studies of olivine anisotropy in the mantle, and assuming they are not overestimated due to modelling limitations, it is reasonable to assume that the highly anisotropic minerals in gabbro are likely to be involved. Nevertheless, even if we are uncertain of the relative proportions of anisotropic minerals, LPO is required to explain our observation and so is shear.

Generating shear not only requires flow but also a velocity gradient within the layer that flows. Models of oceanic crust formation which include corner flow have been suggested previously and would induce such a velocity gradient, but have been found to be unlikely (Korenaga and Kelemen, 1998). A different mechanism to generating a velocity gradient is density induced flow, which has also been suggested in Iceland (Jones and Maclellan, 2005; Bjarnason and Schmeling, 2009). Such flow would be fastest in the deepest parts of the crust and slower at shallower depths. While this process might be taking place, it would probably not result in our observation, since flow modelling (Jones and Maclellan, 2005) suggests
Fig. 3.8 Kinematic indicators of simple shear in layered gabbro lenses from Jousselin et al. (2012). **a–b** Asymmetrical folds; as is the case for strong deformation, fold axes are rotated parallel to the lineation direction. **c–d** Normal shear zones in cross-section and planar view. The planar view shows the consistent orientation of the shear plane, and the cross-section view explains the color variations in map view induced by the movement at the shear zone. **e** Close-up view on a layer with olivine crystals at a consistent angle to the layering.
that it only takes place in a small region along the northern rift zone where crustal thickness gradients and temperatures are highest. Another possible mechanism is shear between the olivine and gabbro cumulates. Since the different cumulates have different viscosities they will respond to extension at different rates. This type of shear has been observed clearly in the Moho transition zone of the Oman ophiolite where gabbro lenses are found in host dunite and resulted in significantly lineated crystallographic fabrics (Jousselin et al., 2012). Such shear could match our observation. Another possible mechanism for a velocity gradient in lower crustal flow which would match our observation is a flow velocity increase with depth. In this scenario, flow is slowest near the cold brittle-ductile transition where no flow takes place, and accelerates away from it.

While we have established that crustal flow is required, discussing the direction of flow requires speculation as to which is the dominant fabric creating anisotropy. If we assume that the olivine LPO style used earlier (Fig. 3.6c–d) is the dominant one, then our observation could be explained by flow parallel to the spreading direction (Bastow et al., 2010). However, further flow modelling and laboratory data regarding gabbro deformation is required to exclude other possible flow regimes.

Figure 3.9 displays a schematic summary of our interpreted mechanisms for seismic anisotropy in the Icelandic crust. Although it is hard to know exactly which mineral fabrics contribute to the overall anisotropy pattern, the alignment of olivine and possibly additional phases in the ductile crust remains the most plausible interpretation of our observation. The presence of LPO reveals that lower crustal flow in Iceland is not a simple translation of crustal mass but requires internal shear. Similar crustal flow may be present wherever sufficiently thick and hot oceanic crust is extended. One such common scenario is volcanic rifted margins during breakup, which display oceanic crustal thickness of up to 30 km and elevated temperatures due to upwelling asthenosphere (Geoffroy, 2005). Moreover, any place where a mantle plume interacts or has interacted in the past with a spreading ridge, will have undergone such conditions. Furthermore, since we know the Earth is cooling over time, oceanic crustal flow may have been more widespread in the distant geological history. Another practical implication of LPO in the crust is that it may complicate the delay times measured in SKS splitting studies that are usually attributed to the mantle.
Fig. 3.9 Schematic summary of interpreted mechanisms for seismic anisotropy in the Icelandic crust. Black arrows indicate the spreading direction. In the upper crust spreading perpendicular cracks dominate seismic anisotropy. In the lower crust, LPO is the main contributor to seismic anisotropy.
3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Seismic Data

Continuous broadband records from the following sources were used in this study: 1) An ongoing deployment by the University of Cambridge that is largely focused in the rift zones, supplemented with seismometers from the British Geological Survey. 2) HOTSPOT - a temporary deployment which operated from 1996 - 1998. 3) The IMAGE project network deployed on the Reykjanes Peninsula by GFZ. 4) The permanent station BORG of the Global Seismic Network. We only used data from instruments which have a corner frequency of 0.0166 Hz (60 s period) or lower (mostly Guralp 3ESP and Streckeisen STS2) which are installed in vaults. This dataset includes a total of 418 potential station pairs for data analyses.

3.3.2 Extraction of Dispersion Curves

The extraction of daily Noise Cross-correlation Functions (NCFs) from continuous records is performed following Bensen et al. (2007). 3-component daily continuous records are first detrended, demeaned and tapered before being bandpass filtered between 2 – 60 seconds and decimated to 1 Hz. The response of the instrument is then deconvolved from the waveforms which are next convolved with the response of the instrument with the narrowest period band (Guralp 3ESP with a period of 60 s). Next, the North and East components are rotated to radial and transverse. This is followed by winsorizing at 3 RMS, which reduces the effect of large amplitude spurious arrivals, and spectral whitening. Finally, the waveforms at different stations are cross-correlated and stacked using phase weighted stacking (Ventosa et al., 2017) to give an NCF. Love and Rayleigh phase velocity dispersion curves are extracted from NCFs by using the method of Yao et al. (2006). The causal and acausal parts of the NCF are averaged and the symmetric NCFs are converted to Empirical Green’s Functions (EGF). The EGFs are then subjected to a series of narrow bandpass filters centered at 1 second intervals up to a period corresponding to 1/12 of the station separation distance. It should be noted that while the measurements appear as discrete points in Fig 3.9, adjacent points are not truly independent measurements since the filter has a decay period band which can lead to a certain overlap in frequency content. This representation is however true to the way information is inserted into the inversion software SURF96 which requires discrete measurements and has no notion of measurement width. Next, a dispersion curve is then extracted by picking the arrival on the filtered EGF with the longest period and tracking it down to shorter periods, stopping if a sharp change in velocity is encountered.
We only used station pairs with a station spacing of more than 200 km, which left 221 station pairs out of a maximum of 418. This ensures a high quality of measurements (Russell et al., 2019) and guarantees a relatively long sampling period (>=20 s) which is important for depth sensitivity. In the next step we discarded any dispersion curve that was too short (included less than 15 consecutive discreet periods) or visually corrupted. The 15 consecutive discreet periods criterion is somewhat arbitrary but reducing it to 8 did not add usable data points in the azimuth range of 140°–170°, which is lacking in our dataset. The gap is attributed to the fact that Iceland is more limited in its N-S extent (200 – 250 km) compared to its E-W extent (350 – 450 km) and that there is a lack of broadband instruments along the northern coast. The final dataset contains 75 station pairs with a good azimuthal coverage except for a gap between 140°–170°.

### 3.3.3 Inverting for path average shear velocity

We perform a regularized non-linear inversion of phase dispersion curves for 1-D shear velocity with a range of different starting models using SURF96 (Herrmann, 2013). We use 8 constant gradient starting models with 0.25 km/s spacing which are shown in grey lines in Fig. 3.5a. First, the Rayleigh dispersion curve is inverted for $V_{SV}$ structure. Then, the resulting $V_{SV}$ profile is used as an initial model for inverting the Love dispersion curve for $V_{SH}$. Finally, radial anisotropy is calculated as $\xi = (V_{SH}/V_{SV})^2$. The difference in the inversion result introduced by the different starting models (Fig. 3.5b) is largest near the surface and in the mantle and smallest around 20 km depth (each profile represents the result from a single starting model). This is attributed to the period range used in this work (~10 – 40 s). The choice of the user defined damping parameter on the result is shown in Figure 3.10 and does not change the main observation.

### 3.3.4 Uncertainty of $\xi$ vs azimuth

To estimate the uncertainty in the $\xi$ vs azimuth plot (Fig. 3.7) we use two different approaches. First, we use the standard deviation of the ensemble of different inversion results generated by using different starting models as a measure of uncertainty. The result is shown in Figure 3.11a-c. It can be seen that the uncertainty arising from different starting models is small compared to the size of the azimuthal variations. A different approach for estimating uncertainty is binning the data and using the mean and standard deviation within each bin. This approach is arguably more meaningful since each measurement is independent. We test two different bin sizes, 30° and 15°, and the results are shown in Figures 3.11d-f and
Fig. 3.10 The user defined damping parameter in the shear velocity inversion may affect the result. We present the same azimuthal variation of radial anisotropy results as Figure 3.7 with different damping factors. As expected, increasing the damping factor decreases the amplitude of the signal but does not affect the observed trend of positive anisotropy in the lower crust (20 - 25 km), and negative anisotropy in the upper crust (0 - 5 km).

3.3.5 Effect of $V_P$ on $\xi$ values

A major assumption in the inversion process we adopt is that Rayleigh waves are only sensitive to $V_{SV}$ and Love waves to $V_{SH}$. This assumption is not strictly true since Love waves are also slightly sensitive to $V_{SV}$ and Rayleigh waves to $V_{PH}$ and $V_{PV}$ (Anderson, 1965; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Since we only use fundamental modes, the Love wave sensitivity to $V_{SV}$ is not a major issue as they are nearly independent of $V_{SV}$ (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and isotropic calculations should give approximately correct results (Bhattacharya, 2015). The sensitivity of Rayleigh waves to $V_{PH}$ and $V_{PV}$, although much smaller than to $V_{SV}$, is more substantial and could affect an isotropic inversion.
Fig. 3.11 Data points and sinusoid fits are the same as in Figure 3.7. a-c Error bars indicate individual uncertainty values assigned to each data point based on the standard deviation of the ensemble of different inversion results from using different starting models. d-f Data points from Figure 3.7 are shown in grey. Black dots are data binned to 30° bins and error bars indicate standard deviation within each bin. Bins with only one data point are not plotted. g-i same as d-f but with 15° bins.

To test the effect of $V_P$ on our results, we examine a wide range of plausible $V_P/V_S$ ratios (Darbyshire et al., 1998), which are kept constant during the inversion for $V_S$. We tested 20 $V_P/V_S$ models including: constant ratio, gradual increase and sharp increases at 20 and/or 40 km depths which are shown in Figure 3.12a. The different $V_P/V_S$ models made only negligible changes to the resulting anisotropy profile shown in Figure 3.12b, indicating very little sensitivity to isotropic $V_P$. This poor sensitivity may be explained by Rayleigh wave sensitivities to $V_{PH}$ and $V_{PV}$ having mostly opposite signs, suggesting that decreasing one and increasing the other can change Rayleigh wave velocities without changing the isotropic $V_P$.

While unmodelled P-wave anisotropy may still affect the accuracy of our $\xi$ values to a degree, it is unlikely to change the conclusion due to the comparative nature of our observation
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Fig. 3.12 a The range of 20 $V_P/V_S$ models used when inverting for shear velocity and anisotropy are plotted as grey lines. The data and inversion process are the same as in Figure 3.5. b The resulting radial anisotropy models from using the different $V_P/V_S$ models are plotted as grey lines.

for several reasons. First, as previously mentioned, the Rayleigh wave sensitivities to $V_{PH}$ and $V_{PV}$ are still small compared to $V_{SV}$ and the size of the observed S-wave anisotropy is very large (> 10% in some azimuths). While it could be overestimated due to unmodelled P-wave anisotropy, it would probably require an unreasonable amount of only P-wave anisotropy to generate if no S-wave anisotropy is present. Second, it is unlikely that such substantial P-wave anisotropy will not be accompanied by some S-wave anisotropy. Putting all of the above together, explaining our observed azimuthal changes without S-wave anisotropy would require an extreme azimuthal increase in P-wave anisotropy without an accompanying increase in S-wave anisotropy. Not only would it be difficult to find a physical explanation for this, if one existed it would probably be best explained using LPO in any case.

Therefore, we conclude that the qualitative nature of our observation – increasing S-wave anisotropy away from the spreading direction – is not influenced by this approximation even if the exact anisotropy values are overestimated.
3.3.6 "Squeezing" tests

Due to the smooth nature of surface waves sensitivity kernels, inverting phase velocities may "smear" vertical structure and make it hard to tell which parts of the model require radial anisotropy to explain our observation. To test this, we try to fit our data while "squeezing" the anisotropy into specific parts of the models by keeping other parts isotropic. For convenience, we name parts of our model as follow: brittle crust (0 – 5 km), ductile crust (5 – 30 km), mantle (30+ km). Additionally, we divide the ductile crust into gabbroic (5 – 20 km) and olivine enriched (20 – 30 km) parts.

To support our main conclusion, it is important to show that positive radial anisotropy must be present in the ductile crust. We repeat the inversion process while requiring that the ductile crust remain isotropic, with the result displayed in Figure 3.13. Not only do we see that the level of fit for Love dispersion is reduced, we also find that the resulting models require unrealistically high anisotropy in the mantle. Therefore, we conclude that the radial anisotropy is required within the ductile crust.

We next test whether we can narrow the source of positive anisotropy to the gabbroic part of the ductile crust or to the olivine enriched part, the results of which are displayed in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. As is often the case, it can be seen that there is a trade-off between the thickness of the anisotropic layer and the strength of anisotropy, and both models are able to fit our data. When the olivine enriched part is kept isotropic, the gabbroic layer and the mantle both show a significant increase in anisotropy values. This model would indicate a significant contribution to anisotropy from LPO in gabbro. However, while possible, it is somewhat difficult to suggest a mechanism that would produce such strong LPO only in the gabbroic layer and the mantle but not in between them. When the gabbroic part is kept isotropic, we need an increase in anisotropy in the olivine enriched part and to some extent in the mantle. This model could be interpreted by assigning the increase in anisotropy with depth within the crust to either the olivine enrichment or to the increase in temperature with depth.

Additionally, we test whether negative anisotropy is required in the brittle crust by setting it to be isotropic, the results of which are presented in Figure 3.16. We observe that a sizeable negative anisotropy anomaly is generated immediately below the brittle layer, creating a model which would be extremely hard to explain. While not shown, we also tried keeping larger parts of the model near the surface isotropic (0 – 10 km and 0 – 15 km). This had a similar effect of pushing the negative anisotropy deeper and reducing the quality of fit for short period Love wave dispersion data.
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Fig. 3.13 Same as Figure 3.5 but the ductile crust (5 – 30 km) is kept isotropic.

Fig. 3.14 Same as Figure 3.5 but the gabbroic part of the ductile crust (5 – 20 km) is kept isotropic.
Fig. 3.15 Same as Figure 3.5 but the olivine enriched part of the ductile crust (20 – 30 km) is kept isotropic.

Fig. 3.16 Same as Figure 3.5 but the brittle crust (0 – 5 km) is kept isotropic.
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3.3.7 Model fitting for $\xi$ versus azimuth data

We fitted the data with two periodic functions. One with only a $2\theta$ term and one with both a $2\theta$ and a $4\theta$ term:

$$\xi(\theta) = A \ast \cos(2 \ast (\theta - \varphi_A)) + C \quad (3.1)$$

$$\xi(\theta) = A \ast \cos(2 \ast (\theta - \varphi_A)) + B \ast \cos(4 \ast (\theta - \varphi_B)) + C \quad (3.2)$$

where $\theta$ is azimuth and the rest are free parameters. $A$ and $B$ are the amplitudes of $2\theta$ and a $4\theta$ sinusoids respectively. $\varphi_A$ is the azimuth of the largest amplitude for the $2\theta$ sinusoid and $\varphi_B$ (and $\varphi_B \pm 90$) is the azimuth of the largest amplitude for the $4\theta$ sinusoid. The free parameters have no clear physical meaning and are simply used to check if the anisotropy has a periodical behaviour. Model fitting for intermediate depths not displayed in Figure 3.7 can be seen in Figure 3.17. Fitting was done using the curve_fit procedure in the open source Scipy package in Python without any initial guess or constrains.

3.3.8 Control of the two data points at 175° on the result

The two data points at 175° may appear to exert a strong control on the model fitting in Figure 3.7. To test this, we fit the same models as shown in Figure 3.7 but without using these two points and the results are shown in Figure 3.18. The observed fit is similar and again shows low radial anisotropy near the spreading direction and high values away from it at 20 – 25 km depth. The t-test for statistical difference between “spreading-parallel” and “spreading-perpendicular” ray paths was also repeated without these two points and the result remained highly significant ($p < 0.01$).

3.3.9 Additional North South station pairs

As mentioned, due to Iceland’s narrow N-S extent and a shortage of broad band coverage along it’s northern coast, we found almost no station pairs with an azimuth above $\sim$130° that passed our quality control criteria. As also discussed earlier, we believe that this dataset is good enough to support our conclusions since it is sufficient to show that radial anisotropy increases away from the spreading direction with decreasing azimuth on a 90-degree range to conclude that azimuthal variations exist. The alternate hypothesis of TPL would show up as a random distribution of anisotropy values without correlation. Nonetheless, to further explore our results, we have searched for additional station pairs with azimuths larger than 130° which only marginally failed our quality control criteria, detailed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. We have found 10 such stations pairs which are shown in Fig.3.19. We then calculated
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Fig. 3.17 Same as Figure 3.7 for depths 0 - 40 km.
Fig. 3.18 Same as Figure 3.7 but model fitting is done without the two data points at $\sim 175^\circ$ indicated in grey.
the radial anisotropy along those paths which are shown as empty circles next to the results of the main analysis in Fig. 3.20. At the depth of 20 - 25 km (Fig. 3.20b), it can be seen that except for a single point at (160°, 1.02) all new data points fall relatively close to the fitted sinusoid. While interpreting these data points requires caution due to the different quality control criteria, we conclude that they do not alter our observation in the lower crust. In the upper crust (Fig. 3.20a) and mantle which (Fig. 3.20c) which are not the focus of our work, the scatter is large and cannot be said to reinforce or contradict our findings.

3.3.10 F tests

To observe trends in the $\xi$ versus azimuth plot (Fig. 3.7) we fit several different functions to the data. If two functions with a different number of free parameters are fitted to the same dataset, the function with the larger number of free parameters will normally have lower residuals due to the extra free parameters, regardless of the quality of fit. An F-test can determine whether the reduction in residuals justifies the extra free parameters. An F test is
Fig. 3.20 Same as Fig. 3.7 with the addition of 10 additional data points (denoted by empty circles) representing station pairs which marginally failed our quality control criteria.
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computed by solving:

\[
F = \frac{(RSS_1 - RSS_2)}{p_2 - p_1} \left( \frac{RSS_2}{n - p_2} \right)
\]  

(3.3)

where RSS\(_1\) and RSS\(_2\) are the residual sum of squares for models 1 and 2 respectively, \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) are the number of free parameters in each model and \(n\) is the number of data points. The resultant F can be used to obtain a p value that indicates whether the extra free parameters are justified. Tests were performed using the open source Scipy package in Python.

3.3.11 T test

The t-test can be used to determine whether the means of two sets of data are significantly different from each other. Tests were performed using the open source Scipy package in Python.
Chapter 4

Velocity and anisotropy structure of Askja volcano from ambient noise: Implications for body and surface wave models.
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4.1 Chapter abstract

In recent years, measuring surface wave velocity from ambient noise has gained increasing popularity in the study of crustal properties. However, extensive comparisons between ambient noise results and those obtained from local earthquakes remain elusive. Here, we measure Love and Rayleigh group velocity using ambient noise recorded around Askja, a large active volcano in central Iceland, explore its velocity structure and anisotropy and compare our findings to those from local earthquake studies. We find that crack density and
orientation estimated using surface wave anisotropy strongly correlate with local shear wave splitting and outcrop mapping, indicating the method is highly effective for such analyses. Furthermore, we show that $V_{SV}$ derived from Rayleigh waves can be significantly faster than $V_S$ extracted from body waves, which has important implications for jointly exploiting these two classes of data. Finally, we invert the travel times for 3D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models and image a shallow slow anomaly consistent with a magma body predicted by geodetic data at a depth of 2 - 3 km but not resolved by body wave tomography, demonstrating how the two datasets can complement each other.

4.2 Introduction

The properties of the shallow crust are important in a wide range of applications including hydrology, hydrocarbon exploration and geohazard assessment. In the case of volcanoes, the shallow crust is crucial for understanding how volcanic systems work, since this is where the majority of degassing occurs and magmatic and hydrothermal systems interact. In recent years, the relatively new method of measuring surface wave velocities using ambient noise (Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Shapiro et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2006) has become a valuable tool for studying crustal velocity structure and anisotropy. The main advantage of the method is that it is completely independent of earthquakes and therefore very useful in aseismic regions or where event location limits the coverage of body waves. Moreover, it is also very useful for exploring azimuthal and radial anisotropy, which makes it an important tool for various applications such as measuring crack properties.

Although the ambient noise method was originally developed and implemented for relatively large regions, it has subsequently gained popularity in volcano-seismology (e.g. De Siena et al., 2018; Brenguier et al., 2007; Masterlark et al., 2010; Obermann et al., 2016) and other local-scale studies that involve shorter periods and shallower heterogeneities. Furthermore, it is gradually becoming common to use earthquake body waves and surface waves from ambient noise jointly when the two datasets overlap. Possible uses include ray tracing through crustal models derived from ambient noise to determine earthquake location (e.g. Johnson et al., 2010; Jolly et al., 2017), accounting for crustal contribution to teleseismic travel times (e.g. Rawlinson et al., 2016) and joint inversion of body waves and surface waves (e.g. Syracuse et al., 2015). Such uses often implicitly assume that the different data sets have similar or complementary sensitivities. For instance, locating local earthquakes using surface wave derived velocity models implicitly assumes that body waves and surface waves are sensitive to the same structure.
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In practice however, body and surface waves may have different sensitivity to structure and different sources of errors. For example, the typical periods used for the picking of body waves from local earthquakes tend to be well below 1 s, while for surface waves periods above 0.5 s are usually used. This difference means that body waves are sensitive to smaller scale structure. Another difference is that while Love and Rayleigh are, to first-order, only sensitive to $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ structure respectively, body waves sample a combination of both along their ray path. Therefore, it is important to properly understand the implications of these differences if body and surface waves are to be jointly used to constrain seismic structure.

Another geophysical method which can be used jointly with ambient noise tomography and is popular in studying volcanoes is InSAR (Interferometric synthetic-aperture radar) (Pepe et al., 2019; Masterlark et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2011). While InSAR provides highly-resolved spatial and temporal images of ground deformation, ambient noise tomography images the subsurface structure and the two methods can complement each other in giving more holistic interpretation. For example, Pepe et al. (2019) developed an InSAR analysis tool named Total Horizontal Derivative which highlights the deformation source boundaries and showed that the patterns retrieved by applying it at Campi Flegrei volcano revealed the same bi-lobe structure which appears as a slow anomaly in the ambient noise tomography. Similar comparisons between ambient noise tomography and InSAR can therefore lead to a better understanding of volcanic systems, as well as demonstrate the advantages and limitations of such works.

Askja, a large volcano in the central Icelandic highlands (Fig. 4.1), has been intensively studied using various methods including body wave tomography (Mitchell et al., 2013; Greenfield et al., 2016), local shear wave splitting (Bacon et al., 2019), InSAR (De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2012; Rymer and Tryggvason, 1993; Sturkell and Sigmundsson, 2000; Sturkell et al., 2006; Pagli et al., 2006) and detailed field mapping (Hjartardóttir et al., 2009), but not using ambient noise. The region around Askja has a dense long-term coverage of seismic instruments and is therefore an ideal location for comparing ambient noise results to existing observations in a shallow heterogeneous environment. In what follows, we first measure the group velocities of Rayleigh and Love waves around Askja from the recorded ambient noise wavefield. We then invert for 1D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ regional models, calculate radial anisotropy, and compare the results to a regional 1D model derived from body waves. Next, we use measurements of azimuthal anisotropy to infer the primary crack orientation and compare the result to field mapping and local shear wave splitting. Finally, we invert the velocities to obtain 3D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models and compare them to body-wave tomography results. We conclude by discussing the merits of using short period surface waves extracted
from ambient noise in studies of the shallow crust, including their applicability in joint body and surface wave studies and earthquake location.

Fig. 4.1 A map of the research area. Black lines show the outlines of Askja calderas and black dots indicate background seismicity. Yellow triangles denote seismic stations used in this work and blue areas represent water bodies. The inset map shows the study area location in Iceland. Red areas indicate recent volcanism, orange areas show fissure swarms associated with rifting and white areas indicate the location of icecaps.
4.3 Methods and Data

4.3.1 Seismic Data

In this study, we use continuous recordings with an average duration of 24 months and a minimum of 10 months from 44 3-component broadband seismic stations (Fig. 4.1), which are a part of an ongoing deployment run by the University of Cambridge that focuses on Askja and Bárðarbunga volcanoes in the central highlands in Iceland (Greenfield et al., 2020).

4.3.2 Group velocity measurements

We follow the workflow of Bensen et al. (2007). 3-component daily continuous records are first detrended, demeaned and tapered before being bandpass filtered between 2 – 30 seconds and decimated to 1 Hz. Next, the instrument’s response is deconvolve from the record and the resulting waveform is convolved with the response of the instrument with the narrowest period band used in the analysis (Guralp 6TD with a period of 30 s). Next, the horizontals are rotated to radial and transverse components. This is followed by winsorizing at 3 times RMS (replacing extreme values with truncated ones), which reduces the effect of spurious large amplitude arrivals, and spectral whitening. Next, the waveforms from all simultaneously recording pairs of stations are cross correlated and stacked using phase weighted stacking (Ventosa et al., 2017) (Fig. 4.2). Finally, we estimate the group velocity dispersion curves (Fig. 4.3) using an automated code (Pilia et al., 2015) for frequency time analysis (Dziewonski et al., 1969; Levshin and Ritzwoller, 2001). Cross correlations from inter-station distances smaller than 1.5 wavelengths or that have signal to noise ratios (SNR) smaller than 10 are discarded. We retrieve 303 dispersion curves for Rayleigh waves and 440 for Love waves.

4.3.3 Forward modelling of dispersion curves and 1D shear inversions

SURF96 (Herrmann, 2013) is used for both the forward modelling of dispersion curves and the 1D non-linear regularized inversions of dispersion curves for velocity structure. The top of the surface wave model is set at the average station elevation of 800 m above sea level and the model is parametrized using 1 km thick layers. This parametrize was chosen following the model of Mitchell et al. (2013) since one of the main objectives of this study is to compare that model to the surface wave derived velocity models we produce. The inversion process is repeated 100 times using different starting models (Fig. B.2) which are generated by randomly perturbing the body wave model from Mitchell et al. (2013) and the standard deviation of the results is used to estimate model uncertainty.
Fig. 4.2 Noise cross correlation functions extracted from the vertical and transverse components for all station pairs that include HETO (Fig. 4.1). Both plots display a typical move-out pattern associated with surface wave empirical Green’s functions.

Fig. 4.3 Rayleigh and Love wave group velocity dispersion curves extracted from the cross-correlations are shown in black. The red line indicates the mean group dispersion curve.

### 4.3.4 Earthquake location

A random selection of 200 local earthquakes are chosen from a catalogue with manually-refined phase arrival times (Greenfield et al., 2020). We perform no quality control of this catalogue to test the location stability for both well-located (30+ P- and S-wave phase arrival picks with good azimuthal coverage and at least one station close to the epicentre) and poorly located (<10 P- and S-wave phase arrival picks with maximum azimuthal gap of up to 180deg) events. Earthquake hypocentres are inverted for using the program NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2014), with travel-time look-up tables created using the finite-difference scheme from Podvin and Lecomte (1991). An equal-differential-time approach (Font et al., 2004), is used to generate a complex probability density function (pdf) for each earthquake.
This pdf is then sampled using an oct-tree sampler. The maximum likelihood location is chosen as the final hypocentres for each event.

### 4.3.5 Isotropic 2D group velocity maps

The inversion of inter-station surface wave travel times for 2D period-dependent group velocity maps was done using FMST (Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2005), an iterative non-linear travel time tomography code. The model spans 56 km in longitude (E-W), 66 km in latitude (N-S) and is parametrized using a velocity grid with 2 km spacing. We invert the travel times of 3 - 6 s Rayleigh and Love waves separately. The inversions involve 136 travel times for Rayleigh and 312 for Love. Damping and smoothing regularisation are imposed to address the issue of solution non-uniqueness, and return models that favour smaller perturbations to the starting model and longer wavelength structure. The selection of damping and smoothing parameters is performed using an L-curve (Fig. 4.4), with values closest to the “knee” of the L chosen as the optimum trade-off between data fit, model smoothness and model perturbation. To achieve this we repeat the inversion several times while varying one of the two parameters and keeping the other fixed at 0.1.

![Fig. 4.4 An example of how damping and smoothing parameters were chosen for the inversion at a period of 4 s. The red circle shows the selected value which best balances model smoothness/perturbation and data fit.](image-url)
4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 1D Shear velocity models and radial Anisotropy

Although 1D velocity models have limited applicability in strongly heterogeneous regions such as central Iceland, they represent a useful first-order approximation for many studies. We start our analysis by comparing the average dispersion curves for Love and Rayleigh waves with the dispersion curves predicted by an existing 1D shear velocity model constrained by body waves (Mitchell et al., 2013) (Fig. 4.5a). For Love waves, the observed dispersion curve is slightly faster than the predicted dispersion curve, but overall is largely similar considering the heterogeneity of the region and the uncertainties contained in the surface wave data and body wave model. For Rayleigh waves, the observed dispersion curve is similar at longer periods but becomes considerably faster than the predicted dispersion curve as the period decreases.

We then invert the average Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves for representative 1D $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ models respectively. As expected from the dispersion curves shown in Fig. 4.5a, the $V_{SH}$ model is largely similar to the body wave model whereas the $V_{SV}$ model becomes significantly faster at shallow depths. We attribute the similarity between the body wave model and the $V_{SH}$ model from Love waves to the fact that body waves emanating from earthquakes below the array tend to impinge upon the surface with near vertical slowness and are therefore mostly polarized in the horizontal plane, similarly to Love waves. We interpret the increase in $V_{SV}/V_{SH}$ closer to the surface in terms of an increase in the sub-vertical crack density as depth decreases. Such sub-vertical cracks are expected at rift zones and will decrease $V_{SH}$ much more significantly than $V_{SV}$ (Ding et al., 2017). To estimate the crack density, we calculate the radial anisotropy (Fig. 4.5c) in percent as $100 \times \frac{V_{SH}-V_{SV}}{(V_{SH}+V_{SV})/2}$. Although the relationship between crack density and radial anisotropy is complex and involves exact knowledge of crack geometry and void infill, we use a simplified relationship (Ding et al., 2017) to obtain a first-order estimate. We note that this calculation relies on the assumption that Rayleigh and Love waves are only sensitive to $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ respectively which is not strictly correct (for an extended discussion see section 3.3.5), but considered sufficient for achieving a first-order estimate (e.g. Guo et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2010; Dreiling et al., 2018). We observe that crack density is about $\sim 0.15$ near the surface, which agrees with porosity estimates (Franzson, 2001) and gradually decreases to zero at a depth of 3 - 4 km, which we interpret as the crack closure depth.

The above result highlights two key points: (1) Crack density and closing depth are consistent with prior knowledge and demonstrate that radial anisotropy from surface waves is a reliable estimator of crack properties in heterogeneous shallow crust. (2) The fact that the
\(V_{SV}\) model derived from Rayleigh wave dispersion differs considerably from the body wave model near the surface shows that jointly exploiting both classes of data requires caution.

The latter point is significant since many ambient noise studies only use Rayleigh waves and therefore produce \(V_{SV}\) models. The higher near-surface velocities in this case suggest that combining these models with body wave data may lead to systematic errors. One common scenario is where a 1D \(V_{SV}\) model constrained by Rayleigh waves is used to locate local events when no other velocity model exists. For example, Johnson et al. (2010) located earthquakes at Okmok volcano, Alaska, using a velocity model derived from Rayleigh waves presented by Masterlark et al. (2010). Jolly et al. (2017) similarly used such a velocity model for locating events at White Island volcano, New-Zealand. In this scenario, using a velocity model that is faster than the actual velocities may cause earthquakes to appear deeper than they really are. To demonstrate this effect for the Askja region we relocate 200 events with manually-refined arrival time picks using our \(V_{SV}\) and \(V_{SH}\) models. The location process using NonLinLoc requires a \(V_{P}\) model. This is calculated by SURF96 during the inversion for \(V_{S}\) by maintaining the original \(V_{P}/V_{S}\) ratio. We treat the catalogue depth (located using the body-waves derived velocity model from Mitchell et al., 2013) as true depth and the depth change when locating using \(V_{SV}\) as “error”. We find an increase in depth of up to 3 km and an increase in root-mean-square error (RMS), which suggests that the location quality is lower (Fig. 4.6). We also see that for \(V_{SH}\) the depth and RMS increase are smaller, demonstrating that using \(V_{SH}\) models can help mitigate this issue. Another scenario where this may have an effect is teleseismic travel time tomography of the mantle. Since teleseismic body waves smear structure vertically beneath stations, a velocity model from surface waves may be used to constrain the crustal velocity structure. For our regional velocity models, a vertically incoming teleseismic shear wave will propagate \(\sim 0.2s\) faster through the \(V_{SV}\) model compared to the \(V_{SH}\) model. In such a scenario, since the incoming body waves are mostly sensitive to \(V_{SH}\), the artificially high crustal velocities will lead to the recovery of a slower mantle beneath. Another example is the joint inversion of receiver functions and Rayleigh wave dispersion data for Moho depth. In this case, the Moho depth may appear to be deeper than it really is due to the higher velocities.

### 4.4.2 Azimuthal anisotropy

The group velocities of surface waves in an anisotropic medium with sub-vertical cracks are expected to vary with azimuth (Smith and Dahlen, 1973; Crampin and Taylor, 1971; Mindevalli and Mitchell, 1989) and can be used to estimate the dominant crack orientation if one exists. Rayleigh wave velocities are expected to vary as approximately:
Fig. 4.5  

(a) Solid lines show the observed mean group dispersion curves for Love (orange) and Rayleigh (blue) waves with their standard deviations (shaded regions). Dashed lines show group velocities predicted by the regional 1D $V_S$ body wave model.  

(b) Black line indicates the regional 1D $V_S$ model obtained from body waves. Orange and blue lines show the 1D $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ models constrained by inversion of the mean Love and Rayleigh wave group dispersion curves respectively, with their standard deviation shown by the dashed lines.  

c Black line shows the radial anisotropy calculated from the surface wave $V_{SH}$ and $V_{SV}$ models on the bottom horizontal axis and the estimated crack density calculated using an approximate relationship with anisotropy on the top horizontal axis. For panels b and c depth is bsl.

\[ U_R (\theta) = U_0 + A \cdot \cos (2(\theta - \varphi)) \]  

(4.1) 

where $\theta$ is the azimuth of the propagating surface wave with the peak velocity parallel to the strike of the cracks. Love wave velocities are expected to vary as approximately:

\[ U_L (\theta) = U_0 + A \cdot \cos (4(\theta - \varphi)) \]  

(4.2) 

with one of two slow directions parallel to the strike of the cracks. Figure 4.7 from Mindevalli and Mitchell (1989) demonstrates the azimuthal variations in surface wave velocity in the presence of cracks from lab and theoretical studies.

We fit these expressions to their respective datasets using a non-linear least-squares fitting procedure (Fig. 4.8a,b). We observe that the orientation of the peak velocity of the best-fit sinusoid for Rayleigh waves is 23° and the two troughs of the best-fit sinusoid for Love
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Fig. 4.6 a the x axis shows the depth at which events were located using a 1D shear wave velocity model constrained by local earthquake arrival times. The y axis shows the increase in depth when the locations are carried out using a 1D model derived from ambient noise surface waves. Blue dots indicate the located depths from the $V_{SV}$ model and the orange dots the depths from the $V_{SH}$ model. Each transparent dot represents an event and the solid dots are the result of binning the events using a 1 km depth window. Only bins with more than 10 measurements are displayed. b is similar to a but the y axis represents the increase in the RMS body wave travel time residuals.
Fig. 4.7 Expected azimuthal anisotropy from oriented cracks using lab and theoretical results from Mindevalli and Mitchell (1989). Squares represent lab results. Solid and dashed lines represent theoretical values using slightly different assumptions.

waves are at 28° and 118°, suggesting a main crack orientation of 23-28°. We use F tests to determine whether the sinusoid fits the data better than a random distribution. For the Love wave result, F tests suggest that the fit is statistically significant for all tested periods, whereas for the Rayleigh wave result the fit is significant for periods 2s and 3s and becomes worse at longer periods (Fig. 4.9). We attribute this to the fact that Rayleigh waves are sensitive to deeper structure and at longer periods their peak sensitivity is at depths (Fig. 4.10) where crack density diminishes. We then compare our results to a detailed field mapping study of crack orientations (Hjartardóttir, Einarsson and Sigurdsson, 2009) and measurements of fast shear wave splitting directions from local shallow earthquakes (Bacon et al., 2019) (Fig. 4.8c) around Askja. In a medium hosting subvertical cracks, the fast shear wave is polarized in the plane parallel to the dominant strike of these features (Crampin, 1978) and therefore fast splitting directions indicate the azimuth of cracks. We can clearly observe that the distribution of both the mapped crack strikes and fast shear wave splitting directions are centred near the expected azimuth predicted by surface waves.

Field mapping and shear wave splitting also shows that the crack orientation is most coherent in the area surrounding the caldera and becomes more random within the edifice where caldera related processes dominate over rifting processes. If we restrict our data to only short ray paths that are contained within the edifice, we indeed find no significant azimuthal fit.
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Fig. 4.8 a Scattered points show measurements of Rayleigh wave group velocity at a period of 2 s versus azimuth. The solid line is the best fitting 2 cosine showing a peak velocity at an azimuth of 23°. 

b Scattered points show measurements of Love wave group velocity at a period of 4 s versus azimuth. The solid line is the best fitting 4\(\cos\theta\) cosine showing two troughs at 28° and 118°. 

c The pink histogram shows counts of fast splitting measurements from local shallow (depth < 4 km) earthquakes. The green histogram shows counts of crack strikes mapped at the surface. Both histograms are centred near \(\sim 25°\). A dashed vertical line is plotted on all panels at 28° to help facilitate comparison of the different datasets.
Fig. 4.9 Scattered points and solid lines are the same as Figure 4.8 but for different periods. The left column shows Rayleigh data and the right shows Love data. For each panel, the best fit $\phi$ value from the relevant equation (eq. 4.1 for Rayleigh and eq. 4.2 for Love) is displayed at the bottom left corner together with the $p$ value indicating the statistical significance of the fit. Text in red colour indicates $p > 0.05$. It can be seen that for Love the fit is statistically significant for all tested periods, whereas for the Rayleigh wave result the fit is significant for periods 2 s and 3 s and becomes worse at longer periods.
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Fig. 4.10 Group velocity sensitivity kernels for Love and Rayleigh waves calculated using a 1D regional velocity model from Mitchell et al. (2013).

This result shows that surface waves extracted from ambient noise can be a reliable tool for estimating crack orientation when body waves and/or field mapping are not available. The main crack orientation provides useful insight into the local tectonics since it is expected to be perpendicular to the local extension direction, which can be inferred from our result to be \(\sim 118^\circ - 298^\circ\).

4.4.3 3D shear velocity structure

In this section we invert the inter-station group travel times for 3D shear velocity structure using the so called two step method and compare our results to an existing 3D shear velocity model from local body waves presented by Greenfield et al. (2016). First, we invert the group travel times for 2D group velocity maps at periods 2 - 7 seconds (Fig. 4.11). The RMS travel time reduction was 11% and 20% on average for Rayleigh and Love waves respectively. These are relatively small reductions, which we attribute in part to the strong azimuthal anisotropy presented in the previous section and is not accounted for by the isotropic inversion. Synthetic recovery tests (Fig. 4.12) indicate that under the caldera (denoted by black lines) the path coverage is sufficient to resolve anomalies of 10x10 km, similar to the size of the caldera. Random noise with a Gaussian distribution and 0.5 s standard deviation was added to the synthetic data. The most obvious feature in the Rayleigh group maps is what appears to be a circular slow anomaly directly under the caldera, best seen at a period of 4 s. The Love wave group velocity map also shows the region under the
caldera as slow but the encircling fast feature seen in the Rayleigh wave model is not as clear and does not exist to the south west.

Next, we extract pseudo dispersion curves from the model at a spacing of 2 km and invert them for shear velocity and depth using the approach defined in Section 4.3.3 with 100 starting models per dispersion curve. We combine the inverted velocity profiles to produce separate full 3D shear velocity models for $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$. The resulting 3D models are presented in Figure 4.13 using depth slices from 1 to 4 km depth. Columns from left to right display $V_{SV}$, $V_{SH}$, isotropic shear velocity calculated as a Voigt average $V_S = \sqrt{(2V_{SV}^2 + V_{SH}^2)/3}$ (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and radial anisotropy. No smoothing has been applied to the data after joining the independent velocity profiles. Before we discuss the results is important to note two limitations of our analysis. (1) Since surface waves naturally smear vertical structure due to their smooth sensitivity kernels, they do not provide good depth constraints (vertical cross sections are shown section B.2.1) (2) When computing radial anisotropy in %, the division means that small errors in the denominator can lead to very large changes in absolute values. We therefore avoid interpreting these values and only discuss it in terms of high or low radial anisotropy.

Both models, as well as the calculated $V_S$, display a circular slow anomaly under the caldera encircled by a fast feature. This is most obvious in the $V_S$ model at 0 - 2 km depth bsl, and in the $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models at 2 km depth bsl. The main finding of the body wave
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Fig. 4.12 Synthetic recovery tests for the isotropic group velocity inversion. a The input model. The colour scale indicates group velocity. The synthetic anomaly size is 10x10 km b The recovered model for Rayleigh waves. The color scale indicates group velocity perturbation relative to the starting model used in the inversion. c Same as b but for Love waves.

tomography in Greenfield et al. (2016) (Fig. 4.14d-f) in the upper crust was a slow anomaly with high $V_P/V_S$ ratio under the caldera centred at $\sim$5km (bsl), which was interpreted as a hot region of melt storage ($\sim$10% melt). At shallower depths comparable to the slow anomaly we observe, the body wave tomography did not resolve a similar feature, but rather a fast anomaly (Fig. 4.14a-c). However, a number of studies (De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2012; Rymer and Tryggvason, 1993; Sturkell and Sigmundsson, 2000; Sturkell et al., 2006; Pagli et al., 2006) using InSAR, GPS and microgravity data have observed long term subsidence and mass changes at Askja which are best explained by a deflating magma body under the centre of the caldera. The geodetic data was best fitted by a Mogi source (Mogi, 1958) at a depth of 2.8 - 3.5 km with a volumetric decrease of 0.0012 – 0.0017 km$^3$/yr. While the Mogi source modelling did not provide information about absolute volume, De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. (2012) also attempted to fit the data with a deflating penny shaped horizontal crack which gave a best fitting radius of 1.7 - 2.3 km and can at least provide a rough estimate of the lateral extent. The centre of the modelled deflating body, denoted as a black star in Figure 4.13, is laterally very close to the centre of the slow anomaly we observe. Such a magma body would appear in tomographic images as an area of lower velocities under the centre of the caldera with a high $V_P/V_S$ ratio. As previously mentioned, Greenfield et al. (2016) did not find such an anomaly, but showed through the use of synthetic tests that even if such a magma body existed, it would be poorly constrained by the body wave dataset.
Fig. 4.13 3D Shear velocity structure and radial anisotropy of Askja. Columns from left to right display $V_{SV}$, $V_{SH}$, isotropic $V_S$ and radial anisotropy. The centre of the modelled deflating body from De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. (2012) is denoted as a black star. Associated estimated error maps are shown in Fig B.4
They additionally found that rays crossing the location of the predicted magma body were significantly attenuated which would be consistent with the presence of melt. It is therefore possible to interpret the slow anomaly we observe under the caldera as the shallow magma body predicted by the geodetic data. However, we remain cautious as many other reasons exist for velocity anomalies under volcanoes (Lesage et al., 2018), such as temperature, lithology, porosity, water content, etc. To more decisively interpret melt, $V_P/V_S$ ratio and/or attenuation are required but are not solved for by our inversion technique.

Fig. 4.14 3D velocity structure of Askja from body waves reproduced from Greenfield et al. (2016) showing depth slices at 2 km bsl and 6 km bsl through the $V_P$, $V_S$, and $V_P/V_S$ models. The $V_P$ and $V_S$ models are plotted as percentage deviations from the starting model, and the $V_P/V_S$ is plotted as absolute value.

To more directly compare our results to the geodetic studies, we perform a synthetic recovery test (Fig. 4.15) where the input model has a circular slow anomaly with a radius of 2.3 km, and is centred at 65.05°N 16.78°W, as modelled in De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. (2012). Random noise with Gaussian distribution and a standard deviation of 0.5 s is added.
to the synthetic data. The results show that both the Love and Rayleigh datasets are able to resolve the slow anomaly but the recovered anomaly is somewhat larger. It can also be seen that in Figure 4.13 the centre of the slow anomaly we observe is slightly north of the modelled location of the deflating body. This northward shift is not recreated in the synthetic recovery test, suggesting that if we are indeed seeing the deflating magma body predicted by the geodetic studies, its centre is about \( \sim 2 \) km north of its suggested location.

![Synthetic recovery test for the isotropic group velocity inversion](image)

**Fig. 4.15** Synthetic recovery test for the isotropic group velocity inversion with.  

- **a** The input model has a circular slow anomaly with a radius of 2.3 km, and is centred at 65.05°N 16.78°W, as modelled in De Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. (2012). The colour scale indicates group velocity.  
- **b** The recovered model for Rayleigh waves. The color scale indicates group velocity perturbation relative to the starting model used in the inversion.  
- **c** Same as **b** but for Love waves.

Another interesting feature which can be observed in Figure 4.13 is the region of strongly negative radial anisotropy south-east of the caldera at depths of 1 - 2 km. Assuming cracks are the main cause of negative radial anisotropy in the region, this could be interpreted as a region of higher crack density. We do not observe any radial anisotropy features which are clearly associated with the caldera as has been observed in other volcanoes using similar analysis (e.g. Mordret et al., 2015; Spica et al., 2017; Jaxybulatov et al., 2014). These works, which observe radial anisotropy features directly under the caldera, often interpret them using dyke (positive radial anisotropy) and/or sill (negative radial anisotropy) complexes. It is therefore possible that such complexes do not exist under Askja, at least at the depths we image. None of the volcanoes studied in the cited works above are a mid-ocean ridge volcano which might also be part of the reason for the lack of such features. Another explanation is that such complexes exist but our imaging is not able to resolve them. As we have seen,
the Askja region displays significant azimuthal anisotropy which is not modelled here and may reduce the resolution of the 2D isotropic velocity maps in the first step of the two step method.

To conclude this section, the ambient noise tomography results display a shallow slow anomaly consistent with a deflating magma body predicted from geodetic data. This anomaly was not resolved by body wave tomography, demonstrating how the two dataset can complement each other. Our findings suggests that our understanding of Askja could benefit from further work involving a joint inversion of body waves and surface wave, and from an inversion that allows for azimuthal anisotropy which appears to be significant here.

4.5 Conclusion

We have presented a comparison between results obtained by using surface wave dispersion extracted from ambient noise and results obtained by using body waves from local earthquakes and field mapping in a shallow heterogenous environment. Our results indicate that the radial and azimuthal anisotropy results from surface waves are extremely useful for assessing bulk crack properties such as density and orientation, since they agree with other methods which are not always available in other regions. Furthermore, our results show that in the presence of sub-vertical cracks, using a $V_{SV}$ model constrained by Rayleigh waves jointly with body waves, for example in the case of earthquake depth location, may introduce errors since the $V_{SV}$ models are generally faster. We suggest that this issue may be mitigated by using $V_{SH}$ models from Love waves or by correcting Rayleigh velocities according to crack property estimates. Finally, 3D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models obtained from a two-step inversion approach resolve a shallow slow anomaly that coincides with the location of a magma body predicted by geodetic studies at a depth of 2 - 3 km but was not imaged by the body wave tomography.
Chapter 5

Ambient noise tomography of Iceland

5.1 Chapter abstract

Iceland, which sits atop the northern mid-Atlantic ridge, provides a rare opportunity for studying a mid ocean ridge using land-based methods. Here, we use ambient noise cross correlation to measure Love and Rayleigh phase velocities in the period range 4 - 16 s. Due to the large size of the dataset, we develop an automatic tool for picking phase velocity dispersion curves. We use the automatic process developed to pick more than 3500 dispersion curves. We then invert the phase velocities to produce 2D phase velocity maps, including the first ever such map for Love waves in Iceland. We show that similar to Rayleigh phase velocities, Love phase velocities in Iceland display slow anomalies along the rift zones where young rock is exposed. This reinforces the previously suggested mechanism involving reduction of porosity with crustal age through weathering. We observe that within the rift zones, the slowest velocities correspond to large volcanic centres which we attribute to regional melt storage.

5.2 Introduction

Iceland straddles the mid-Atlantic Ridge spreading centre where the North American and Eurasian tectonic plates diverge and is one of the only places in the world where an active mature spreading ridge is exposed above sea level. The ridge in Iceland is slow spreading at a rate of rate 18.5mm/y and has an azimuth of 106° (DeMets et al., 2010). On shore, spreading is accommodated in three volcanic rift zones (Fig. 5.1): the sub parallel Western and Eastern Volcanic Zones (WVZ and EVZ) in southern Iceland, and the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) in northern Iceland. It is believed that the sub parallel sections are the result of a rift jump in
progress from the WVZ, which is dying out over time, to the EVZ (Hardarson et al., 1997). The high levels of crustal volcanism compared to normal spreading ridges has given rise to the hypothesis that a mantle plume exists in the underlying mantle beneath Iceland (White and McKenzie, 1989). This interpretation is supported by a geoid anomaly (Marquart, 1991) as well as geochemical and petrological evidence (White et al., 1992).

Due to its unique tectonic setting, Iceland has been the target of a number of seismic tomography studies. In the mantle, teleseismic and global travel time tomography (Fig. 5.2a-c) has revealed a narrow cylindrical low velocity anomaly with a radius of $\sim 300$ km extending to a depth of at least 400 km below Iceland (Wolfe et al., 1997; Foulger et al., 2001; Allen et al., 2002; Bijwaard and Spakman, 1999), usually interpreted as the hypnotized upwelling mantle plume. Regional (French and Romanowicz, 2015)(Fig. 5.2d) and global (Rickers et al., 2013)(Fig. 5.2e) full-waveform tomography appear to show that the mantle plume extends well into the lower mantle.

In the crust, two active source experiments (Fig. 5.3a-b), called FIRE and ICEMELT (Brandsdóttir et al., 1997; Staples et al., 1997; Darbyshire et al., 1998, 2000), found a highly
variable crustal thickness from 40 km under Vatnajökull icecap to less than 20 km beneath the rift zones. These studies also discovered very high P wave velocities of up to 7.2 km/s in the lower crust. Regional surface wave and body wave tomography revealed the 3D structure of the crust (Fig. 5.3c) and a large slow shear wave anomaly along the rift zones (Fig. 5.3e)(Allen et al., 2002). Ambient noise group velocity tomography (Fig. 5.3f) improved the resolution of the crustal model, revealing two narrow and distinct slow anomalies along the separate rift zones (Green et al., 2017) in southern Iceland, corresponding the exposure of young rock (Fig. 5.3g). Joint inversion of surface waves and receiver functions (Jenkins et al., 2018) yielded a detailed 3D crustal thickness map (Fig. 5.3d) and found a mid-crustal discontinuity at ~20 km depth, interpreted as a compositional transition between a mostly gabbroic middle crust to olivine enriched lower crust. In light of the extensive tomographic imaging already done, our work aims to build on existing models by exploiting both Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion data and presenting the first ever Love wave velocity maps in Iceland.

5.3 Data and Methods

5.3.1 Seismic Data

This study uses 3-component continuous broadband waveforms from five seismic networks (not all overlapping in time) with a total of 189 stations deployed across Iceland (Fig. 5.1). 145 stations are sourced from a dense ongoing deployment operated by the University of Cambridge, mostly covering the NVZ and the EVZ. Additional data includes 10 permanent stations from the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) network, 3 stations from the IMAGE project Reykjanes Ridge experiment, 30 stations from the HOTSPOT experiment (Allen et al., 1999) and the permanent station BORG from the Global Seismic Network. We only used station pairs which were simultaneously operational for at least 60 days. Data availability was slightly different for the vertical and the horizontal components, thereby yielding giving a total number of 4140 and 3470 potential station pairs for analysis, respectively.

5.3.2 Noise Cross-Correlations

First, the waveforms at all available stations are preprocessed following Bensen et al. (2007) and all possible station pairs are cross-correlated and stacked using phase-weighted stacking (Ventosa et al., 2017), giving a Noise Cross-Correlation Function (NCF) for each station pair. Since different types of instruments are used, the instrument reposose is removed before cross correlation and the record is convolved with the response of a Guralp 6TD, which is the
Fig. 5.2 Summary of previous seismic imaging of the mantle beneath Iceland: a global arrival tomography from Bijwaard and Spakman (1999), b teleseismic tomography from Foulger et al. (2001) and c Wolfe et al. (1997), d Global French and Romanowicz (2015) and e regional Rickers et al. (2013) full-waveform tomography

The EGF can then be calculated from the NCF by averaging the causal and acausal parts and taking the derivative (Lin et al., 2008):

$$EGF_{AB} = -\frac{d}{dt} \left[ \frac{NCF_{AB}(t) + NCF_{BA}(-t)}{2} \right], \quad 0 \leq t \leq \infty$$

An example EGF for stations K250 and SYLG is shown in Figure 5.5a.
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Fig. 5.3 Summary of previous seismic imaging of the crust in Iceland. a - b ICEMELT and FIRE - Spreading ridge perpendicular cross sections with \( V_p \) velocities from Staples et al. (1997) and Darbyshire et al. (1998). The location of FIRE and ICEMELT are shown in d as dashed light and dark grey lines respectively. c Crustal thickness map from Allen et al. (2002). d Same as c from (Jenkins et al., 2018). e Shear velocity perturbation map from Allen et al. (2002). f Rayleigh Group velocity map from Green et al. (2017). g Schematic geological map of Iceland from Green et al. (2017).
Fig. 5.4 Noise cross correlation functions extracted from the vertical, radial and transverse components for all station pairs that include K250. All plots display a typical move-out pattern associated with surface wave empirical Green’s functions.
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5.3.3 Automatic Measurements of Phase Velocities from EGFs

Phase velocities for Love and Rayleigh waves can be extracted from EGFs using the image-transformation technique described in Yao et al. (2006). Due to large size of the dataset (∼7500 total EGFs), manual processing is not practical. We therefore develop a fully automated process for picking phase dispersion curves from EGFs based on the image-transformation technique. This process is divided into three separate steps:

- Converting the EGF into a velocity-period image
- Calculating a reference dispersion curve
- Using the reference curve to pick dispersion curves from the velocity-period images

The above steps are described in more detail below.

**EGF to velocity-period image conversion**

First, the EGF (Fig. 5.5a) is subjected to a series of narrow band passed filters at discrete central frequencies with 1 s intervals (Fig. 5.5b). We then convert the filtered EGF at each frequency from the time domain to the velocity domain (Fig. 5.5c) using the relationship:

\[ c = \frac{r}{t - \frac{T}{8}} \tag{5.2} \]

where \( c \) is phase velocity, \( r \) is the station separation, \( t \) is travel time and \( T \) is the central period. This equation should not be confused with a similar equation developed by Brune et al. (1960) for extracting phase velocity which additionally includes a term for phase velocity ambiguity. In the equation of Brune et al. (1960), \( c \) and \( t \) represent exacts values, whereas in equation 2.5 they represent continuous domains, thus there is no notion of ambiguity. The ambiguity is of course still present and is accounted for later, as discussed below. Next, we re-sample the signal at 0.01 km/s increments. Finally, we vertically align all the processed signals in a matrix (Fig. 5.5d) such that the \( x \) axis represents the central period \( T \), and the \( y \) axis represents velocity. Finally, we replace the line representation of the signal with a seismic colour map, giving the final velocity-period image (Fig. 5.5e). The velocity-period image usually displays several possible dispersion curves, seen has continuous high amplitude regions in red, representing the built-in ambiguity in picking phase velocity. To solve this ambiguity, we next calculate a reference curve which will be used in picking the correct dispersion curve.
Fig. 5.5 EGF to velocity-period image conversion. a An EGF from stations SYLG and K250. b The same EGF filtered at a central period of 20 s. c The filtered EGF converted from the time domain to the velocity domain using $c = r/(t - T/8)$. d Filtered EGFs aligned vertically in a matrix with the positive side to the right. The 20 s filtered EGF from c is shown in bold. Dashed grey lines connect the locations of corresponding points from c. Blue crosses indicate the same point in c and d. e The line representation is replaced with a seismic colour map. The 20 s filtered EGF from c is shown in bold.
Fig. 5.6 Calculation of regional reference curves. The individual period-velocity images are summed up and the result displays one clear dispersion curve for each component. The results of this process are shown in panels a, b and c for the vertical, radial and transverse component respectively. d The calculated curves from a, b and c are plotted together for comparison.
Reference dispersion curve

To automatically calculate a reference curve, we first take each period-velocity image and change any pixel which is a local maximum in the velocity domain (y direction) to a value of one and the rest to zero. Then, we sum all the converted images in the period-velocity domain and get a regional velocity-period image with one clear dispersion curve (Fig. 5.6). We repeat this for process for each of the components separately. It can be seen that the vertical and radial curves which represent Rayleigh wave velocities are highly similar (Fig. 5.6d). The fact that these two independently calculated regional dispersion curves for Rayleigh waves are so similar, indicate that this process is robust.

Picking dispersion curves

Next, from each velocity-period image, we wish to pick the dispersion curve that is closest to the reference curve. However, at different periods, different curves could be closer to the reference curve, making the selection non-trivial. Since the ambiguity is smallest at longer periods (least number of possible curves), we choose the curve that is closest to the reference curve at the longest period available, follow it towards shorter periods, and stop at either the minimum period, or when a sharp change is detected (Fig. 5.7). For example, in the case of the transverse component for the pair MJO - SNAE (Fig. 5.7 - bottom right panel), at short periods of 0 - 10 seconds the bottom curve is closest to the reference curve and at long periods of 15 - 30 seconds the top curve is closer. We therefore choose the upper curve. While this procedure requires the assumption of the far-field approximation which has traditionally limited similar studies to a station separation of 3 wavelengths, recent works (e.g. Luo et al., 2015) have shown that the measurements remain reliable at a station separation of two or possibly even one wavelength. In this work we limit the station separation to a minimum of two wavelengths. We only used dispersion curves that included at least 8 consecutive discrete periods. The final number of dispersion curves was 2193 and 1576 for Rayleigh and Love respectively.

5.3.4 2D Inversion of Phase velocities

We invert the phase velocities for 2D maps using FMST (Fast Marching Surface Tomography) (Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2005) which is an iterative non-linear travel time tomography solver in 2D spherical coordinates that is widely used for inverting surface waves data from ambient noise. We perform the inversion separately for Love and Rayleigh waves at each period from 4 to 16 seconds. The model spans 580 km in longitude (E-W), 440 km in latitude (N-S) and is parametrized using a velocity grid with 20 km spacing, similar to the
Fig. 5.7 Picking of phase dispersion curves. Examples of automatic dispersion curve picking for station pair SLY - SVIN (191 km apart), GOD - HOTT (204 km apart) and MJO - SNAE (220 km apart). Black dashed lines are calculated reference curves from Figure 5.6. White dashed lines are the picked dispersion curves.
average station spacing. FMST utilizes damping and smoothing regularisation to reduce non-uniqueness. Damping favours models with smaller perturbations to the starting model and smoothing favours models with lower roughness (i.e. a parsimonious final model). Damping and smoothing values are chosen using an L-curve (Fig. 5.8) to balance data fit with model smoothness and model perturbation. To create the L-curve we vary one of the parameters while keeping the other fixed at 0.1 (other values gave similar results).

Synthetic recovery tests were performed separately for Love and Rayleigh with a “checkers” size of 40 km (Fig. 5.9). Gaussian noise with standard deviation 1 s was added to the travel times to simulate the noise content of the observations. It can be seen that the fidelity of the recovery closely follows the network density with the best resolution in the east, where much of the Cambridge network is deployed. Additionally, we performed a recovery test using a realistic velocity structure (Fig. 5.10) based on the findings of previous imaging results and a geological map (Fig. 5.3f-g). It can be seen that with 0 - 1 s noise, the structure is well resolved. With 2 s noise, the structure is somewhat smeared.

![L-curve for inversion at 12 s](image)

**Fig. 5.8** An example of how smoothing and damping parameters are chosen using an L-curve for the inversion at 12 s.
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Fig. 5.9 Synthetic recovery tests for Love and Rayleigh waves with 40 km “checkers” at 4, 8 and 12 s periods.

Fig. 5.10 Synthetic recovery test for an input velocity structure based on the results of previous studies using different noise levels.
Fig. 5.11 Phase velocity maps of Iceland for Rayleigh and Love waves at periods of 4, 8 and 12 s. Black lines show the outline of outcropping rock younger than 0.7 Ma and the Vatnajökull icecap. The phase velocity maps are masked outside the region covered by the ray-paths. The inset maps show the ray-path coverage at each period. Black dots denote the location of large volcanic centres. Abbreviated names can be seen in the bottom left panel: Kra - Krafla, Kat - Katla, Ask - Askja, Bár - Bárðarbunga, Grí - Grímsvötn, Krý - Krýsuvík, Hof - Hofsjökull, Lan - Langjökull.
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5.4.1 2D phase velocity maps

Phase velocity maps for 4, 8 and 12 s are presented in figure 5.11. While it is possible to extract pseudo dispersion curves from this model and invert them for $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ models as was done in chapter 4, the Love pseudo dispersion curves exhibit an unrealistic geometry, suggesting a more conservative approach of only presenting phase velocity maps. To first order, both Love and Rayleigh phase velocity maps display slow anomalies along the rift zones, and faster velocities elsewhere. This agrees well with previous studies (e.g. Green et al., 2017; Allen et al., 2002). Since the upper crust in Iceland is relatively compositionally homogeneous (mostly basalt), lateral velocity variations most likely reflect changes in temperature, partial melt content or levels of porosity. Green et al. (2017) has interpreted the lateral velocity gradient as the result of an ageing effect, whereby the high porosity of young rifted crust is reduced with time through mineralisation in pore spaces. Allen et al. (2002) has suggested that the lower velocities in the rifts are associated with higher temperatures. To try and distinguish between these two causes, we can look at the differences between Love and Rayleigh phase velocities. As we can see, the velocity gradients we observe between the rifts and the outer regions, are stronger (darker colours) in the Love phase velocity maps than in the Rayleigh phase velocity maps. This could be interpreted as supporting the crack density explanation suggested by Green et al. (2017) since unlike temperature, the existence of sub-vertical cracks (as expected in a rift zone) will decrease Love velocities more significantly than Rayleigh velocities (Ding et al., 2017).

5.4.2 Low velocities and volcanic centres

Near active volcanic centres, it is likely that the presence of partial melt acts to reduce shear velocity. Caricchi et al. (2008) suggested that to reduce the shear velocity by 0.1 km/s, as little as 1% partial melt is required. Within the rift zones, both Love and Rayleigh phase velocity maps display several distinct regions where velocity is reduced further and which coincide with location of known volcanic centres. In the northern most part of the NVZ, one such region can be seen near the location of Krafla, where partial melt has been constrained before at depths of 2 -3 km (Einarsson, 1978; Schuler et al., 2015; Brandsdóttir and Menke, 1992). Another such slow anomaly can be seen beneath the northern part of Vatnajökull icecap, associated with Bárðarbunga and Grímsvötn where partial melt has been imaged at depths of 3 – 4 km (Alfaro et al., 2007). Similarly, another slow anomaly is adjacent to Katla where partial melt has been constrained at depths of 3 - 4 km (Gudmundsson et al.,...
1994). The region around Askja, where partial melt has also been imaged (Greenfield et al., 2016), does not show such a large slow anomaly. However, Askja is very close (30 km) to Bárðarbunga and Grímsvötn and our model is unlikely to image it as a separate anomaly. We see another such anomaly near Krýsuvík in the 8 and 12 s Love velocity maps, where melt has been suggested (Lu, 2014) but has not previously been decisively imaged. Additionally, in the 4 s Rayleigh wave map, we see weaker slow anomalies near Hofsjökull and Langjökull where shallow melt regions have not previously been imaged. Overall, our findings agree with Green et al. (2017) which showed that Rayleigh wave velocities were slower around large volcanic centres and we further show that Love wave velocities are similarly affected as well.

5.5 Conclusion

We have presented the first ambient noise derived phase velocity maps in Iceland for both Love and Rayleigh waves by exploiting long-term recordings from 189 stations deployed as part of five separate networks. Reliable phase velocity maps between 4 s and 12 s period were obtained for both data types, which correspond to mid-upper crustal depths. Rayleigh phase velocity maps were found to be similar to group velocity maps with low velocities along the rift zones and very low velocities near large volcanic systems, which is consistent with the presence of partial melt resulting from the combined effects of decompression melting caused by ascending plume material and plate spreading associated with the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Love phase velocities are shown to follow a similar pattern but display a larger velocity difference between the rift zones and the outer region, reinforcing the suggestion that crustal weathering with age is a major factor in controlling the upper crustal velocity structure. The new results also reveal low velocities in regions where melt has not previously been detected, such as in the 8 and 12 s Love velocity maps near Krysuvik on the Reykjanes Peninsual near Reykjavik. Although not well resolved in our images, further investigation of these anomalies appears warranted.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and future directions

In this thesis, I have presented several different uses of ambient seismic noise to investigate the crust in Iceland. Personally, what I found most exciting about working with ambient noise is the relative ease in which one can obtain a dataset of surface wave dispersion with very dense azimuthal coverage. Isotropic seismic tomography gives us a “static” image of Earth’s velocity structure, while seismic anisotropy is a powerful tool for completing that image by allowing us to infer more dynamic processes. In Iceland specifically, the high level of seismic noise, and the relatively homogeneous crustal composition, create an ideal setting for investigating azimuthal and radial anisotropy. The dense azimuthal coverage of surface wave velocities extracted from ambient noise has given us high-resolution constraints on seismic anisotropy in the Icelandic crust, which is closely related to its tectonic setting.

In chapter 3, we have seen that in the brittle crust, cracks and dykes striking perpendicular to the extension direction result in negative radial anisotropy with an extension perpendicular fast direction. In the lower crust, our dataset has allowed us to observe LPO in oceanic crust for the first time, as positive radial anisotropy with significant variations between spreading perpendicular and spreading parallel ray-paths. Moreover, since LPO requires internal shear, this observation provides new constraints on the style of crustal accretion and deformation at plume-ridge interactions. Similar observation have previously only been made in continental crust (e.g. Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Duret et al., 2010) where Love and Rayleigh wave velocities in the lower crust could not be reconciled using an isotropic model. The anisotropy there was attributed to LPO in micas related to crustal thinning. Further interpretation of our result to decisively include a mechanism for driving flow and a flow direction depends on further research into the composition of the lower crust as well as knowledge on gabbro deformation.

In chapter 4, I presented a unique comparison between local shear wave splitting, outcrop mapping and surface wave anisotropy. Comparisons between Rayleigh wave anisotropy and
shear wave splitting has been done on regional and global scales (Wüstefeld et al., 2009; Montagner and Nataf, 1986), but to the best of my knowledge has not been demonstrated in shallow heterogeneous crust. This comparison has shown us just how useful the surface waves can be for estimating crack properties. Unlike shear wave splitting, which requires local seismicity, and outcrop mapping, which is time consuming and can only be done where the terrain allows, ambient noise analysis can be easily carried out almost anywhere on the planet. Similarly with the results from the upper crust in chapter 3, the fast direction here is found to be perpendicular to the extension direction. Moreover, in chapter 4, I compared the 1D average shear velocity models derived from surface waves to the one derived from body waves and showed that due to the presence of cracks, $V_{SV}$ models derived from Rayleigh waves can be significantly faster than body wave derived S-models which are mostly sensitive to $V_{SH}$. This is important since $V_{SV}$ models derived from Rayleigh waves have been used to locate earthquakes (e.g. Johnson et al., 2010; Jolly et al., 2017) at various volcanoes worldwide and may lead to systemic errors in depth location. I suggest that this could be mitigated by using $V_{SH}$ models from Love waves or using estimates of crack density. Also in chapter 4, ambient noise tomography has revealed a slow shallow anomaly which most likely corresponds to a shallow melt storage region predicted by InSAR. As body wave tomography could not resolve this anomaly, this demonstrates again how ambient noise is able to achieve observations not previously possible and complement body wave observations. An interesting future direction could be to perform a joint inversion of some or all of the datasets available in Askja. Each of the datasets in this work and in previous studies (InSAR, delay times, Rayleigh dispersion, Love dispersion, body wave picks) has been inverted separately. Finding a holistic model of Askja which could satisfy most/all types of data would probably give us a fuller understanding of the Askja region.

In chapter 5, I developed an automated method for picking phase dispersion curves and used it to pick more than 3500 dispersion curves of both Love and Rayleigh waves. I showed that to first order, both Love and Rayleigh velocities in the upper crust are dominated by cracks, which is consistent with the observations of anisotropy in the upper crust in chapters 3 and 4. I additionally showed that both Love and Rayleigh velocities display very slow velocities near large volcanic centres, demonstrating the importance of partial melt in controlling shear velocities in Iceland.

One thing that has historically limited deep seismic imaging in Iceland, which also applies to the work presented in Chapters 3 and 5, is its relatively small geographical extent. With several types of seismic imaging such as ambient noise analysis, the recovered depth is limited by the lateral size of the network coverage (Bensen et al., 2007). In teleseismic body wave tomography, a small network footprint reduces vertical resolution, limiting our ability
to image the mantle plume beneath Iceland in greater detail (Keller et al., 2000; Wolfe, 2002). I therefore believe that deploying ocean bottom seismometers around Iceland would lead to a better understanding of the plume source. From a surface wave analysis perspective, this would allow us to explore seismic anisotropy in the mantle with dense azimuthal coverage using both ambient noise and teleseismic waves.

To conclude, I have presented several new observations regarding the seismic anisotropy and velocity structure of the Icelandic crust by extracting and analysing surface wave dispersion data from ambient noise. Iceland is a unique place which has historically provided new and exciting observations and has helped further our understanding of plate tectonics and, as we have seen here, continues to do so. All of this would not have been possible without the work of many researchers who have collected and archived seismic data in Iceland for decades and I feel honoured and fortunate to have taken a part in this process.
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Appendix A

Average Velocity models and dispersion curves

In this appendix I provide the resulting 1D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ average velocity models, as well as the average dispersion curves, for Iceland (Chapter 3) and for the Askja region (Chapter 4) of Love and Rayleigh waves from both chapters for the use of future works. The full dataset of noise cross correlations is available at https://figshare.com/s/231cc8a7f72189a9d5f7.

A.1 Iceland

A.1.1 Velocity models

The average velocity models from Fig 3.5 are displayed in the following table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>$V_{SV}$</th>
<th>$V_{SH}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>km/s</td>
<td>km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 15</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 20</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 25</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 30</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 35</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 - 40</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Average dispersion curves

The average phase dispersion curves from Fig 3.5 are displayed in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period (s)</th>
<th>$C_R$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$C_L$ (km/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2 Askja

A.2.1 Velocity models

The average velocity models from Fig 4.5 are displayed in the following table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth km</th>
<th>$V_{SV}$ km/s</th>
<th>$V_{SH}$ km/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.8 - 0.0</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 - 1.0</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 - 2.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 - 3.0</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 - 5.0</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 - 6.0</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2.2 Average dispersion curves

The average group dispersion curves from Fig 4.5 are displayed in the following table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period s</th>
<th>$U_R$ km/s</th>
<th>$U_L$ km/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Supplementary Figures

B.1 Supplementary Figures Chapter 3

Fig. B.1 Same as 3.5 but assuming $V_{SV} = V_{SH}(\xi = 1)$ and trying to fit both Love and Rayleigh dispersion using a single isotropic 1D model.
B.2 Supplementary Figures Chapter 4

Fig. B.2 The ensemble of starting models used for the 1D inversion in Chapter 4

B.2.1 Vertical cross sections through the pseudo 3D shear velocity model

In chapter 4 we have presented horizontal cross sections through our pseudo 3D shear velocity models together with the lateral location of a modelled magma body. Vertical cross sections through the same models are shown in Fig B.3. In the middle row, where velocities are plotted as absolute values, no slow velocity feature can be seen at the depth of modelled magma
Fig. B.3 Vertical cross sections through the pseudo 3D shear velocity model shown in Fig. 4.13. The top panel displays a map with the location of the cross section denoted using a dashed line. The centre of the modelled deflating body from De Zeeuw-van Dalen et al. (2012) is denoted as a black star. The middle row displays cross sections through the $V_{SV}$, $V_{SH}$ and $V_S$ models coloured as absolute value. The bottom row displays the same cross sections coloured as percent perturbation to the mean of the ensemble of starting models at each depth.
body (black star). In the bottom row, where velocities are plotted as percent perturbation, the $V_{SH}$ model displays a slow anomaly at the same approximate depth as the modelled magma body, but centred 10 km to the west. The $V_{SV}$ model does not display this feature but rather a vertically smooth slow velocity anomaly under the caldera, which appears to be shifting west with increasing depth. In all models, the slowest velocities can be found at the surface directly under the caldera. As mentioned in the main text, surface waves naturally smear vertical structure and we therefore remain cautious about interpreting these cross sections.
Fig. B.4 Estimated errors for the pseudo 3D $V_{SV}$ and $V_{SH}$ shown in Fig. 4.13. The 1D inversion is repeated 100 times using different starting models and the standard deviation of the results is used to estimate model uncertainty.